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PREFACE

The material for this study was collected while the author was employed

by the 1!uman Resources Research Office, George Washington University, in 1953.
•0

Subsequent analysis was facilitated by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.

The author is particularly grateful for the aid of Dr. John L. Finan ,

chief of the Motivation, Morale and Leadership division of 1-Kur~RO at this time ,

and of Dr. Meredith P. Crawford, the director of the Human Resources Research

Office. Lt. Col. Richard J. Seitz was coninanding officer of the Airborne De-

partment of the Infantry School during the spring and early sumer of 1953,

Lt. Col. Oscar E. Davis during the late sunrier and fall. They, their staffs,

and the officers of the Infantry School proper made the study possible by their

generous cooperation in every phase of it. The professional staff of the

1 HumRRO Research Task Force at Fort Benning, Drs. Howard H. McFann and

Charles Wirtdle and Mr. Gerald Kent, helped to design and carry out the study,

with the assistance of James F. Bean, James Pattillo , Asenath Harris ,

I 
Sara Keast , Rosalie Teeter and Patty Wiens . Janet Heilmartn of the Washington

off ice of HumRRO did many of the prelimina ry analyses on which this study is

I based.

The analysis at Cornell was set up by Dr. Raymond Firt1~ (who also helped

as an employee of 1hrn1~RO at Fort Benning and in Washington), aided by

I 
Robert Ader and Alfred Steinscimeider . Most of the clerical work at Cornell

was performed by Joan Rafa j Olson, aided by Mrs. H. Posman and Louise Sherlock.

I HumRRO advisors Dr. Richard L. Solomon and Dr. Edward L. Walker both

visited Fort Bertning and contributed insights tha t helped the study.

I Of course , opinions and conclusions are those of the writer and do not nec-

- - easar ily represent views of the Human Resources Research Off ice, George Washing-

ton University, or of the Department of the Army. 
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I. Introduction

This study will report an intensive analysis of fear and courage as

anchored by material collected on several hundred young met undergoing para-

chute training . The airborne training situation is an excellent opportunity

for the psychologist interested in studying, almost as if in a laboratory,

• the topic of fear and courage. The trainees can be studied prior to the start

of the training cycle, during i t , and after its completion. While the stress

is not as prolonged or Intense as that encountered in combat, enough fear is

engendered for the experimenter to study It and relate it to his interests.

The major porti on of this study will be concerned with two classes of airborne

trainees that went through the airborne program in the late sunnier of 1953.

Questionnaires and performance measures were taken throughout the training cycle.

In addition , other studies carried out on previous training classes will be re-

ferred to where relevant to bolster and put in perspective the main experimental

results.

What, then, is of interest to the psychologist in a study of fear and

courage? The primary interest of the psychologist is that of understanding. To

study fear and courage requires flrst of all a situation which reliably elicits

the behavior to be studied and the airborne training program fulfills this pur-

pose. What produces fear? What measures can be derived from the fearful sit-

uatiort? What enables some me
A
to handle fear adequately while others cannot?

— What is the effect of the fearful situation on subsequent behavior of those

exposed to it? This is the type of question engendered by an interest in under-

standing, itt more general terms~the antecedent factors related to elicitat ion of

fear or courage, an understanding of the processes of fear and courage, and the

consequent of being exposed to the stressful situation.

I
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Primary to any understanding is an adequate definition of the behavior

to be studied. Webster defines fear as a “painful emotion marked by alarm,

extreme awe, or anticipation of danger,” and courage as “that quality of mind

which enables one to encounter danger and difficulties with f1rn~ ess; valor;

boldness.” The definitions serve the purpose of highlighting that fear is an
‘a

“emotion ’ whi l e  courage is something (a “qua l i ty  of mind”) that aids one in a

dangerous or difficult situation. While there are many disagreements itt psy-

chology about the status of “emotion” as a concept, it is easier to find con-

comitants for this “emotion” than it is to find them for this particular

“quality of mind .” Fear will be mainly defined in this study by the admission

of the soldier that he was “afraid” and by his report of certain bodily respon-

ses known from other studies to accompany fear. Put courage, since it refers

to behavior in a situation , will be inferred from performance on tasks where

.• danger Is present, or by desirable behavior in a dangerous situation as defined

by the choices of fellow trainees. The measures of fear and courage are not

the same so that a given individual can be both “afraid” and ‘courageous”.

The extent to which an expreased lack of fear and courageous behavior are

related is an empirical matter, one to be determined from the research materials.

One must remember that any study which abstracts out for measurement

i certain aspects of a phenomenon has limitations as well as advantages. Obviously,

a fearf ul person may experience the reactions to be measured and yet never admit

1 to them on the questionnaires ; conversely, a courageous person may not be iden-

I 
tified by the other trainees over the short course of training, or may acci-

dently perform poorly on the tasks where courage is irtf erred. But objective

I measurements also have many advantages in enabling the research to quantify

reactions and interrelate the various measurements. The information so

I
I

• •  
- • • -  - - - -- - 
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‘ derived can be checked for usefulness by other researchers using simi lar or

I very different situations. The advantages are enough to make the enterprise

worth while , but no one study or series of studies can hope to attain more

than a partial understanding of a topic as br’,ad as that of fear or courage.

The reactions of the body to a fearful situation, although studied in

a quantitative way only recently, are part of the written record that cer-

tainly goes back prior to the Creeks. In particular, it is illuminating to

look to Shakespeare for apt descriptions of some of the bodily reactions

studied here. Nervousness and a rapidly pounding heart are two reactions

reported frequently by the trainees. In Hamlet Horatio reported to Hamlet

that the guards had seen the ghost of Hamlet’s father on their watch: “They,

J 
distilled almost to jelly with the act of fear, stand dumb, and speak not

to him.” Cannot “distilled almost to jelly ...“ be allied to extreme nervous-
I ness? The reaction, “heart beating hard,” was frequently reported by

trainees. In Macbeth, where Macbeth Is thinking about the prophecy of the

three witches, he asks: “If good (a good pontent), why do I yield to that

I suggestion whose horrid image doth unfix my hair and make my seated heart

knock at my ribs against the use of nature?” In Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare

I useB a reaction cl ose to cold sweata, an infrequent reaction reported by the

i ,. trainees, when Juliet contemplates taking the portion given her by Friar Law-

rence: “I have a faint cold fear thrills though my veins, that almost freezes

I up the heat of life,” - Or perhaps this reaction is better portrayed in Titus

Andronicus, where trembling is also reported, when Quintus replies to Martins’

I request for help in getting out of the hole where Bassianus lies murdered

I with : “I am surprised with art uncouth fear ; a chilling sweat o’er-runs my

trembling jotnts.” The “quasirtess” mentioned in King Henry LV, Part II

I 

~ -•.- - •,--.-•- ;-~~~~•f
a
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óø
( “they did f ig ht with queasiness”) mi ght better be inf erred as squeamishness or

? hesitancy rather than rtausciousness or the “upset stomach” used on the protocèls

— of this study. Or is: “Yet I am sick with fear” (Richard Ii) a better candidate

for this reaction? The passage from Twelfth Night, “He pants and looks pale as

if a bear were at his heels,” might possibly be the “shortness of breath” quan-

tified itt this study. In any event, these quotations from ~kakespeare illustrate

- - 
the bodily reactions that accompany fear. Many other sources, from literature or

from historical documents, could have beets used. Darwin’s Expression of emotions

in man and animal (1872) is a classic study of bodily indices of the emotions
- - 

where fear , along with many other emotiong , is described in detail .  The point

is , then , that these reactions are well known and have been fa i thful ly  reported

I or centuries . Now, one may quanti f y these reactions by asking about them on

- questionna ires (Dollard , 1943), or measure with precise instruments heart rate,

trembling , respiration, sweating or biochemical indices of stress like eosirsophil

Count , urinary ketosteroids, or salivary sodium potassium levels (Lindsley , 1951,

Davis et al , 1952). The new precision is a valuable research tool , but the be-

- 
havior to be quantified , with the exception of the biochemical indices , has been

fa irly well agreed on for a long time.

• - Courage , however, is more complicated. It has no bodil y reactions that

can be measured , but must depend on the situation. Aristotle recognized the

complexity of courage when he wrote , “the man ... who faces and who fears the

right things and from the ri ght motive , In the right way and at the right time,

and who feels confidence under the corresponding conditions, is brave, for the

I brave man feels and acts according to the merits of the case and in whatever i.ay

I 

the rule directs.” The right things -- the right motive -- the right way -- the

right way : certainly this is a recognition of complexity . The dependence of

I

- • ~~~~ _ —- -——~~~~~~~ -— - _ — -~~~~~ — — -  -~~ — - - - 
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couragennot only upon a particular situation but also upon the judgments of

others may help explain the somewhat different hypotheses that emerge concern-

ing it, some of ti-t ern tied to rather special situations. And its very complex-

ity may help explain the cirCular nature of some of the hypotheses, after the

fact observations with no predictive power. 
-

An example of one of the problems of courage, its specificity to a

situation, comes from an analysis of Scott ’s Last Expedition. Captain Scott,

the Antartic explorer who perished while returning from a trek to the South Pole

s ’ in 1911 (where he was actually beaten in being first by Amundsen), recorded in

his diary his conscious attempt to screen out the strongest men, those best

able to withstand stress, to accompany him on that historic das~~ to the Pole.

lie made his first selection at Cape Evans, choosing the best men for his journey,

and again at the Upper Glacier Depot, on December 21, 300 mi les from the Pole,

where eight continued forward and four men returned. On January 4 he made his

third and f ina l selection . Four men were selected to accompany him to the Pole ,

now 150 miles away, and three were sent back. On January 8 he wrote of the

party, “our five people are perhaps as happily selected as it is possible to

imagine.” But on January 20 he wrote, “Oates is feeling the cold and fatigue

more than the rest of us,” and, on January 23, “Evans (Petty Officer Evans) is

a good deal run down.” These two lasted longer (Evans dying on February 17 and

Oates sacrif icing himself to save the others on March 16), but these men hits-

dered the progress of Scott , Wilson and Bovers so that they perished within

11 miles of One Ton Depot when a severe blizzard confined them to their tents

for over ten days . One could argue, but hardly with much validi ty,  that

Lashly and Crean , who distinguished themselves in rescuing their leader,

Lt. Evans , and who were sent back when 150 miles from the Pole , were better

qualified to remain with Scott. The vi l lain for the Scott party was not lack

off courage bttt injury and scurvy .
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In selecting his men Scott speculated about those that were qualified

for his purposes and severa l times observed that older men were the best. The

two men with him at the last, Bowers and ‘lilaon , he wrote about on June 19,
- ~~JuJ ,

far prior to the journey to the Pole, when they made their morning bath ,A
by

washing themselves with snow, though the other members of the party were con-

tent with a small ration of water allotted for washing purposes. ~~~~~~, indif-

ference to cold, have both been mentioned by others as related to endurance

on the one hand and abi l i ty  to survive in the Artic on the other , so Scott’s

observat i ons are not without support , but they do seem to be tied to endur-

ance or low temperature situations.

The type of hypothesis concerning courage that is circular can be

illustrated by a quotation from Shakespeare’s King Henry VI, Part I where

Suffolk says : “true nobility is exempt from fear. ” It is not circular in

context because Suffolk says it to show that he himself is fearless when about

to die , but as a statement in itself , as a quotation wi thout context , “t rue

nobility is exempt from fear” simp ly means that those exempt from fear are

“trt4y ” noble , a fact that is proved after the fact . Similar hypotheses are

often made where “character” is defined as related to courage , those who have

“character” are simp ly those who are courageous : one cannot predict unt i l

after the behavior has been observed.

Of course , not all hypotheses about courage are tied to a situation

or are circular. Lord Moran in his Anatomy of. Courage observed the abi l i ty
- of educated men to withstand the prolonged stress in the lines during

. 
- World War I. Education can be quantitied prior to the stressful situation

and is, furthermore, a factor mentioned by other writers, including quant i-

tative studies like the American Soldier. One might expect that a study of

-‘ airborne training should yield some mor e genera l hypotheses about courage, 

—---—-- ----—- - -—-—— ~--
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‘a related to other studies , and might yield some that are specific , or seem to

be specific , to the airborne situation itself. The relation of the findings

of this study, genera l or specific , to prior research will  be discussed irs

its proper context.

• - Fear and courage each have complexities and these are recQgnized at

the outset . How , then , shall we proceed to understand these phenomena from

- - 
the data derived from this study? After setting the stage by describing both

- 

the airborne course and the materials gathered , the main appeals of airborne

training wi l l  be analyzed . The reason why men volutite~ r should help under-

stand the attraction of this type of training. A detailed analys is of the

trainees that passed and those that fa i led the airborne course in the classes

studied should give some insight into the fearful ones, if fear is related to
a.

- 
- fai lure, and courage if success is defined as courageous behavior. Perfor-

mance at the mock tower, a fearsome training aid, may give further information

- 
/ on both fear and courage for a group all of whom passed the training course.

.. -- Intensive analysis of fear as a phenomena In itself wi l l  revea l whether fear

- - is actually elicited by the training course , and where , as wi l l  analysis of

the responses of the men that admi t to fear. The stress sensitive tests

were given just prior to the first parachute j ump and this may be related to

-- 
the material on fear or to the material gathered on the first questionnaire.

Those chosen as leaders by their fel low trainees should be those selected as

-- the most courageous of the soldiers . -\nd , f inal ly, the main find ings of the

present study should I it into other lines of research to form some coherent

picture of what causes fear and what diminishes it , of what is related to that

nebulous concept , “courage. ”

‘i

I  
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Tht’oughout , an attempt wi l l  be made to keep the analysis parsimon-

ious, to refer to simple and testable factors rather than comp lex and vague

ones . Some of the material may be inferred as being of a “personality”

nature. Put a ‘personality factor” too often becomes a search for the

Hol y Grail , a never-ending quest for something that keeps slipping away . A

personality factor does not g low in the dark (visible only in peri pheral ,

not In direct vision) , nor emit a t inkle  tha t can be heard only by the cog-

noscentft. Unless the operation s that define such factors are simp le, repeat-

~~
- able , they wil l  be viewed with the dour suspicion that the fog surrounding

them hides not the end of the rainbow but simply more fog; warm, buoyant and

gaseous.

II. The Training Course, The Procedures

- Description of Airborne Training

The course in which a tra inee became qua l i f i ed  as a parachutist and

- earned his parachute badge or “jump wings” required three weeks at the t im e

this study was made. A class of trainees was assembled in barracks toward

- 
the end of a week and an orientation film and lecture given on Saturday. The

training cycle proper then started on Monday with mock tower training. jhile

officers and ron-coninissioned off icers  had a slightly different  and longer cycle ,

the three-week cycle for enlisted men was divided into the following: mock tower

training the f irst  week , free tower training the second week and parachute jump-

- 
ing the third week. Other important aspects of training will be considered as

each week is identif ied .

.. Mock tower week

The purpose of mock tower training is to teach the trainee proper exit

form as he leaves a moving aircraft. Mock-up air p lane bodies on the ground

- T  
-
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teach the proper conduct in the plane , the basic jump coninarsds, and exit out

of a mock airplane door onto the ground. These training aids can teach the

trainee everything except proper body form in the air between the time he has

left the aircraft and the time his parachute opens. The mock tower, a struc-

ture with a mock airplane door 34 ftt above the ground, teaches proper exit

from the door and proper body form in the air.

a. 
Prior to mounting the tower a trainee puts on a parachute harness. At

the 34-foot level the tower has two doors , one on the ri ght and one on the le f t .

Each door is served by two long cables which go from a telephone pole near the

tower to another pole about 75 yards away. Each cable serves one trainee and

four men can jump from the tower at approximately the same time. Riding ott

each cable is a small trolley with two wheels on top of the cable and from the

trolley two long straps or risers extend with hooks on the end. These hooks

are fastened to metal loops in the parachute harness of a trainee. As the

- - trainee approaches the door the cadreman ha*~ds him one strap and the trainee

hooks it to his parachute harness. At the couinand “stand in the door!” the

— trainee gets into position in the doer, using a prescribed shuffling and turn-

ing motion, and the cadrensan hooks up the second strap. After the grader on

the ground has asked for and received from the trainee his roster number the

cadre member “taps out” the trainee. The trainee jumps, assuming prescribed

jump form and Counting “one thousand, two thousand ...“ in the air. The fall

is approximately eight feet before the risers attached to the trolley snub

and stop the fall. The trainee then rides the trolley for approximatd.y 50 yards

and during th i s  ride he is pull ing his risers apart and looking upward as if he

were checking the canopy of his parachute to make sure it has opened correctly

and baa no large holes (a ‘blown panel”). On arriva l at the mound the trainee

is unhooked by other trainees and he inm~ed iately rune back to the mock tower to
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stand at attention In front of the grader who has observed his jump. The

grader informs him of the jump faults, if any, and the trainee resumes his

‘ 
position on a bench with other trainees where he observes the jumping perf or-

mance of other candidates and waits until it is his turn to jump again.

The grader has a record of each jump made by a trainee with the errors

on it. A trainee must learn the proper exit form before he is allowed to go

on to the next stage of training, that is, he must have been given two satis-

factory Jumps during the week before he can progress to “free tower” training.

The mock tower rating system is a reliable one and raters agree well with

each other as to whether a trainee has made a satisfactory j ump (Kent, Windle

and McFann, 1954).

The types of errors made by trainees are informative. Typical errors

— 
are the following:

“no count” or ”late count”: the trainee must count in the air “one thousand,
two thousand, ... “ In the air a Count as high as
five thousand means the main parachute has not
opened and the soldier must pull the rip cord on
this reserve parachute.

“head up,” “knees bent,” a taut body position is necessary to avoid injury
“elbows out,” “feet apart”: to the trainee when his parachute opens and to keep

him from being entangled in the parachute lines.

“fall Out,” “squat out”: men must exit from the plane with enough vigor to
- 

~
‘ avoid hitting the side of the plane. An error like

“squat out” where a man’s knces collapse under h im
usually implies many other errors such as feet apart,

- - knees bent, elbows out, etc.

“hands crossed,” “hands the trainee must be ready to grasp the rip cord of
on top”: the reserve parachute and this is at the end of the

chute on his lower chest. Hands and arms must be
free to avoid entanglement from the chute as it opens.

“no tap”: the trainee jumped before he was tapped out. If
trainees exit too close to one another entanglement
is more probable.

“circle x”: a general category meaning five or more errors. In
such a case the most serious ~rror is also usually
recorded.

-
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As the trainee learns to jump the more serious errors gradually drop

out. Quite frequently the hand errors and the counting errors are the last to

be corrected. Often in an attempt to concentrate on making no errors the

trainee forgets to count ox , if he does remember to count, he will make a

slight body error.

Perhaps the next most important technique of jumping to which time is

devoted during the first week is parachute landing fall technique. The trainee

must learn to fall properly as he arriveb on the ground to avoid injury. To

eliminate any anticipatory movements which might tend to tighten him up or

cause him to draw up his knees, he is instructed to keep his eyes on the horizon.

As he hits the earth the legs of the jumper gradually collapse from under him

and the force of the fall is absorbed progressively on feet, side of leg, knee,

thigh, buttocks and back. This continuous collapsing type of motion leaves the

- 
trainee in a heap on the ground from which he must spring to run around and

collapse his parachute.

The training aid for the parachute landing fall is a small platform,

about two feet high, and a sand pit. Trainees practice jumping with hands half

over their head , about where the hands would be as the trainee pulls in on his

shroud lines on landing. Four basic fall positions are taught, front, back

and each side. At one time each oblique was taught in addition, making eight

basic positions in all and there is some evidence that the simplification of

fall techniques has resulted in a lower injury rate. Of course, the parachute

landing fall or PLF is practiced until it is entirely automatic.

Other features of training during the first week include lectures on

safety, practice in collapsing a parachute being blown by a wind machine and

progressively harder physical training to put the trainees in peak physical

condition when they jump.

I
___________________________________ _ _ _  - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Free tower week

The second week of training is designated as “free tower” week because

before the trainee can be graduated from this week of training he must make five

jumps from a 250-foot tower. To do this, trainees are hoisted up from the ground

in their parachute harness attached to a parachute. The parachute is clipped to

a cone-like rigid frame, so that it is inflated all of the time. At the top of

the tower the parachute is released from the frame, the trainee floats free

and must manipulate the parachute risers on the way down to avoid obstacles.

- 
As he hits the ground he must execute a proper parachute landing fall , gather

up the ‘chute and return to the base of the tower. He is graded on his perfor-

mance in the air and on his landing fall technique. He can fail the course

or be sent back to another class if his progress is not satisfactory.

The free tower is the climax of free tower week. The trainee is also,

prior to the free tower “jumps,” given experience in a suspended harness that

teaches control of the ‘chute in the air, in an apparatus that drops the trainee

to the ground from various angles to perfect his landing falls, in mock-ups for

more experience in executing the jump coninands, and at the moc k tower where he

perfects his exit technique and learns to make “mess” exits, so important to get

men out of an airplane as rapidly as possible. Instruction is also given in mel-

function of parachutes and in avoidance of other jumpers in the air to prevent

entanglements. Through the whole week runs the strenuous physical training,

more strenuous than in mock tower week, to keep trainees in peak physical

condition.

J The free tower is evidently not as frightening as the mock tower, though,

interestingly, it is potentially much more dangerous, since trainees can injure

limbs as they fall to the ground or be blown by the wind against the high towers

or obstacles on the ground. In this study trainees were asked to check whether

I 
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the mock tower or the free tower made them the most afraid and 637 chose the

mock tower, 37~ the free tower. The difference in invoked fear may be due to

several factors. One hypothesis might be that the mock tower Is the first

fearful situation . While trainees overwhelmingly choose the parachute jumps,

which occur last, as the most fearful of all, it is true no control group was

given free tower jumps prior to the mock tower jumps. But the most reasonable

- - hypothesis seems to refer to the essentially passive role of the trainee in

free tower jumping. In the mock tower and in jumping from the plane the trainee

must in i t i a te  coordinated movements under stress while at the free tower he

simply waits until he is released and then tries to control the parachute.

Parachute jump ing week

During the last week of training each trainee makes five jumps from an

aircraft. The first few jumps are individua l “tap out” jumps at about 1200 feet

alt i tude, the last ones mess exits at 1000 feet alt i tude.  Men ott the ground at

the drop zone rate the abi l i ty  of the parachutists to control their chutes in

the air and to make proper parachute landing falls. As at other points in

- training where he is rated a trainee may f a i l  or be turned back if his perf or-

mance is not satisfactory, but this is relatively rare. Refusals to jump from

the atreraft are also infrequent . Presumably most of the potential failures

have been removed by the two previous weeks of training.

j To make their parachute jumps, trainees are marched to the a i r f ie ld , a

short distance from the regular training area, and, as the time approaches for

them to jump, fitted with parachutes. The parachute used at the time of this

study was the type used during World War II, known as the T—7, one that gave

more opening shock, had a higher malfunction rate and caused more injuries

than a new parachute, the T-lO, introduced soon after this study was made.

After his parachute is fitted the trainee, in complete uniform including a

helmet, is taken to a large bui lding where he waits to board the aircraft

I
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with his group or “stick” of jumpers. A “stick” is usually leo by officers

or nonconuiissloned officers who jump first. The place where “sticks” are

assembled and wait is known as the “sweat shed.” As Bradley and Wood remark,

“not all of the perspiration comes from the heat.”

In the air, at the coninand “stand up!” “hook up!” trainees stand and

hook their static lines, which pull open the parachute like a rip cord, to a

cable inside the airp lane. The cli p type hook is locked closed by a small

piece of wire inserted by the trainee so that the clip cannot come unhooked

accidently. Trainees exit on coninand and, in case of malfunction, or if the

parachute has not opened by the time the trainee has counted “one thousand,

two thousand, three thousand,” he pulls the release on his reserve parachute.

After he arrives on the ground the trainee collapses the parachute and runs

off of the drop zone to an assigned area . The parachute must be collapsed

inmi.diately because in a high wind the trainee may be dragged along the

ground and injure himself.

As training progresses the trainee jumps with more and more equipment

until he is jumping with field pack and rifle. Under some training conditions

the trainee may jump with an auxiliary load that weighs as much as he does.

The Present Study

The sample. The basic material f or the study reported here was col-

lected from two airborne classes that were trained in the fall of 1953. While

this is the core of the study other material collected in the spring and sum-

mer of 1953 will be used frequently along with the main study. The reason for

presenting this other work is threefold : first, it helps to show the context

within which the present material was collected , to show that it was not pulled

out of the air but is related to previous work. Second, these prior researches

help to justify the use of material which may not have turned out too well in

- -
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4’ thIs stud y. That is , previous results may hel p to jus t i f y analyses or con-

I clusions which would not stand on their own if only presented with the core

study. And , lastly, replication of results is extemely important. In a

study like the present one where many cross analyses are made, one can easily

- - say that some of the results are due to special features of the samp le itself,

without, perhaps, any implications beyond this sample. Where possible, ref er-

ence to other research conclusions will show which conclusions can be regarded

as the most reliable because they are representative not only of this samp le

but of other studies as well.

The situation. Several special features of the core study require

mention , The first of these concerns the world situation in the fall of

1953 , and the second refers to a modification in the method of obtaining

airborne trainees from basic training centers.

The Korean War was still going on, although at a diminished tempo,

- ‘  during the spring and early summer of 1953. The armistice was signed on

• July 27 , 1953, but there had been heavy fighting as late as May and June.
- 

what influence did this have on airborne training? This is hard to interpret

because of conflicting lines of evidende, both probably valid. Airborne

training was apparently viewed by some as a method of delaying shipment to

Korea, since the course itself lasted a month and some trained parachutists

were sent as replacements to airborne divisions within the United States while

others entered the stream of replacement personne l . (A combat team of air-

borne troops was in Japan, not in Korea, at the time of this study). Airborne

training , thus, might delay or even preclude participation in ground combat.

- 
On the other hand, a questionnaire given at basic training centers by the Human

I Resources Research Of f i ce  in December 1952 found that , of all soldiers , air-

borne volunteers were more likely to want to go to Korea than other soldiers.

-I
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This same study found that all soldiers , Including airborne volunteers ,

I agreed that the airborne was less likely to see combat than ground infantry.

The paradox, then, Is that airborne soldiers were slightly more eager but

• less likely to go into combat. With the end of the Korean War any “secondary

gain” from airborne training was erased and airborne training remained as one

of the most dangerous courses of training available to a soldier with no

secondary advantage of release from or delay itt combat duty.

The second special factor about the main study was the change in basic

training procedures. During the spring of 1953 a new system was put into

effect whereby airborne volunteers received basic training not as earmarked

members of regular basic training companies but with oLher airborne volun-

- - 
teers only, and this training was given at Ft. Campbell , Kentucky. The men

-~~ in art airborne training class in August 1953 were con~leting basic t ra ining

.- at the time the Korean armistice was signed. Perhaps it was the change in

the world situation, perhaps overzealousness or ignorance on the part of
- 

personnel at Ft. Campbell, but, whatever the reason, men began arriving at

Ft. Benning who actively wished to avoid the special training for which they

had volunteered on enlistment into the army. Ordinarily men at the basic

training centers had to volunteer again before actually being sent to air-

borne training, but apparently some personnel at Ft. Campbell sent men to

- — Ft. Bennirtg without inquiring as to their intentions. The situation was

speedily corrected and men were not sent from Ft. C~mpbell to Ft. Benrting

unless they still wished to volunteer for the airborne training. The two

1 classes comprising the core part of the main study were assembled just as

these complicating factors became evident . Therefore, a very special cate-

gory of failure Is part of the main study, men who refused to begin training.

I These men fa i l ed  because of refusal just as sure ly as other men failed 

-~~~~~~~~~~—~~~~~ - 
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because they refused to jump from the mock tower, but they are considered

I separately, on the whole , from other failures in the section on men who

passed and failed .

1 A third complicat ion f or the study was that some of the men received

some mock tower training on the training aids at Ft. Campbell, art airborne

troop location. This uncontrolled source of past~ experience was not recog-

nized so no questions were asked to determine which of the trainees had had

previous experience with the mock tower. This source of uncontrolled past

J experience has another feature which makes an analysis of the pass-fail

material difficult and dictates against ignoring the men who refused to begin

training in the analysis. It is knowrt that many men fail airborne training

because the mock tower is so frightening they refuse to jump. How many men

‘1 refused to begin” at Ft. Benning because they were exposed to a fearful sit-

uation at Ft. Campbell which ordinarily would have occurred as part of the

training cycle at Ft. Benning is also not known.

- The measuring instruments. The research materials used in the study

I can be sumarized briefly . After the orientation film given on Saturday

trainees were marched to a large classroom where they were given a fairly long

1 questionnaire and two brief tasks. The first task required the trainee to

I 
punch holes with a small large-headed map pin in the center of small circles

along the route of an irregular maze. The second consisted of lines of

I capital 0’s interspersed with capital C’s and the task of the trainee was to

cross out every C. On Monday, the first day of mock tower week, some trainees

1 were observed making thier f i rs t  mock tower jumps and rated on their force

I 
(vi gor) of exit. At the end of the week, at the completion of mock tower

t raining,  a short questionnaire on fearful reactions to mock tower jumping was

given. Mo questionnaires were givenor observat ions made during free tower

I
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week , but all trainees were given the psychomotor tasks (the maze-dotting

task and the C-cancellation task) as they stood in the sweat sheds with

full equipment waiting to make their first parachute Jump. Since the trainees

boarded the airp lane almost as soon as the tasks were comp leted the f i r s t

- - parachute jump was made from 1.5 minutes to 30 minutes from the time these

tests were administered. A final, fairly lengthy questionnaire was given

when parachute jumping was completed. The trainees were marched directly

from the graddation exercises to take the last questionnaire.

To go into these research materials in more detail each questionnaire

will be taken up in turn, then the psychomotor tasks and , f i n a l ly, other data

available for the study from observations or official records.

The first questionnaire began with a sentence completion test of the

type, “when they asked Jack to be itt charge, he ...“ These items were placed

at the begin*ing of the questionnaire because only a liaited time was allowed

for them and the trainees were not allowed to go back to them. These sen-

tence completion items were given for the purpose of obtaining by indirect

means the trainees’ reactions to potentially stressful situatiorts regarding

leadership (“when they asked Jack to be in charge, he ... “) ,  danger (“when

they said it was dangeroos, Bert ... “ ),  and situations where the individua l

needed resourcefulness (Yfinding no one who could help him, Will ... “) .

.. The sentenc e comp letion test was followed by three thermometer-like

sketches which asked the trainee to estimate his fear on his f i r s t  mock tower

jump , first free tower jump and first parachute jump. Here an attempt to

relate prior estimation of tear to that made later to the stressful situation,
- 

The main part of the first  questionnaire concerned direct questions in

many topic areas. These were the following: general background such as

education , marital  status , size of cotilnunity of upbring ing, age , weight and

1
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height. Athletic participation and physical prowess was inf erred from a

number of questions on participation in sports like football or baseball,

on number of athletic teams to which the trainee had belonged , and estima -

I tion of abi l i ty  to do physical tasks like push-ups or chin-ups . A question 
4

was also asked on previous positions of leadership.

A number of questions were asked on endurance, attitudes toward the

airborne and toward the army , psychosomatic reactions and general confidence.

The questionnaire concluded with a request for the names of those trainees

the individual believed would pass the airborne course, those he bel ieved

would fail and a free answer question where the trainee was asked to write

down why he volunteered for airborne training.
- - 

These questions were asked to determine which question areas were the -

most important in passing the airborne courses or in performing well. Pre-

suznkhly attitudes or background items would identify those potentially more

- .  corageous or more fearful. These same questions formed a baseline to relate

- - subsequent questionnaire items on fear.
- 

The second questionnaire was primarily concerned with fearful reactions.

Trainees were asked to rate fear experienced on each of their first five mock

tower jumps and to check which psychosomatic reactions they had experienced in

the previous few days. Trainees were also asked to write down the names of

two tra inees they would like to serve as squad leaders under their couinand if

they were a platoon leader in combat, and to write down the names of two

trainees they would like to have as platoon leaders over them if they were a

- member of a p latoon about to go into combat .

The third questionnaire contineed with questions on fear, asking the

.. trainees to estimate the fear experienced on their five parachute jumps and

the same series of physiological reaction questions that had been asked on the

first two questionnaires. A number of questions on “sweating out” the

h 
______________________
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parachute jumps, taken from The American Soldier, were also asked. The

combat platoon leader choice question was repeated. Finally, trainees were

asked to compare the fear experienced on mock tower, free tower and parachute

jumps, to say whether they had used the latrine prior to the parachute jumps

and to write down their own fear reactions to parachute jumping.

From the questionnaires, then, one could obtain an estimate of fear

and fear-related reactions which occurred during the period of airborne train-

ing . Answers on the f i r s t  questionnaire could be related to later admission
1~

of fear as could the characteristics of those later chosen as leaders. Some

of the types of interrelations which will be investigated concern, in addition

to those on fear, choice as leader, and performance in the course, the topics

of intelligence, participation in sports and “anxiety”.

The psychomotor tasks were chosen to obtain some data on susceptibility

to stress. The maze-dotting task was chosen with the hypothesis that fine

muscle movement would be impaired under stress and th~s would lead to errors

on the task. Preliminary research had demonstrated that those who Increased

in errors prior to the parachute j ump was compared to the base task (given

before the start of training) seemed to be the ones who performed poorly at the

mock tower, In other words, that errors in the stressful task of mock tower

jumping and errors under the stress of an impending parachute jump was related.

—
~ 

The C-cancellation was chosen because of its resemblance to the Discrimination

Reaction Test, and Air Force test in which the subject makes a different

response to each of four patterns of lights. While the response to the

pattern (a “C”) is always the same, to cancel it, the searching aspect of

this task seemed to give it more of a cognitive component than was present on

I, the maze task. A review of various psychomotor-type tasks by Fleischman

(1954) shows that an assumption of simi larity in different  psychomotor tasks

1: 
- - - - ——- -
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is rather optimistic. Still , this was the reason for its choice along with

the favorable report given this task as a stress sensitive one by Miller

(1953) and his aSsociates.

While the primary reason f or adoption of the maze-dotting task and

• the C-cancellation test was to investigate their fruitfulness as stress-

sensitive instrument s, a secondary purpose concerned their  role as possible
- 

predictors of performance. Preliminary research had shown that a two-hand

coordination task and the Discrimination Reaction Test, used with outstanding

success by the Air Force in Wotid War II (Melton, 1947), could be used as

4 predictors of both pass-fai l  and performance on the mock tower during air-

borne training. Since both the maze-dotting and the C-cancellat ion tasks

seemed to contain a speed-coordination factor, the base tests were also

used to predict both pass-fail and mock tower performance in this study.
I

Material from army records and other observations is very important

to this study. Each trainee who enters an airborne training class is either

passed or failed and the reason for failure is recorded. An example of the

types of failure is that a man may be turned back to another class, a

temporary disqualification , or refuse to jump from the mock tower, a permanent

J disqualification. The various types of failure, and the theoretical interest

of each, are discussed in the chapter on those who pass and those who fail.

I The records of the ground training group on mock tower performance are useful

I because they show the type of performance of a trainee at the mock tower.

The number of mock tower jumps a trainee took before he was given a satis-

I factory jump rating is recorded as is the errors he made on each -i ump. These

I 
airborne records are supplemented by observations of the force of exit made

by the HumRRO staff on some of the trainees. Of f i c i a l  personnel forms

I
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maintained by the armp on each soldier gave additional information on the

I trainees . From these were obtained the army estimate of general Intelli-

gence, Armed Forces Qualificat ion Test (AFQT) scores, a number of specific

I abilities such as mechanical aptitude or arithmetical reasoning, education

i level, age, and an entry for participation in sports.

Preliminary research. The preliminary research which helped to

I plan the main study was carried out in the spring and summer of 1953. The

first study, a comparison of volunteers and non-volunteers for the airborne

I with additional comparisons of those who passed and failed the airborne

t course was carried out under the direction of Dr. ~ugene A. Cogan and

analyzed by Dr. Ri ta  Hausknecht . This study carried many questions used in

J the present one. Several studies were made of a self-rating of fear at the

mock tower to determine the relation of expressed fear to performance. Pre-

I liminary research using force of exit during in i t ia l  mock tower jumps was

performed on several airborne classes prior to thissstudy. The sentence

completion test used here was formulated with  the help of Dr. J. W. Cetzels

I and given two two airborne classes prior to its use in this study. The maze-

dotting task as a possible indicator of sensitivity to stress was extensively

1 pretested at the mock tower, it was given to one class of trainees waiting in~

the sweat shed ~or their first parachute jump and to one plane load of tra inees

I just prior to boarding an airplane for their third parachute jump and again

I in the air on the way to the drop zone . Another type of stress sensitive test,

the water jar einstellung test (see Luchins or Cowen),  showed promising

I results in the sense that trainees wiat ing in the sweat shed showed more

I 
“ri gi d” solut i ons than their controls. Its use was aband oned , however ,

because it took too long to administer so that the men were not able to jump

I 
. - -  - -
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on schedule a’.d ~ - is delay of perhaps fifteen ninutes caused resentment,

and to interpre~ the results as entirely caused by anticipatory fear would

have bee’i somewhat tenuous. Another pro~ ra~1 of preliminary research was a

large scale use Of air force psychomotor tests, ~~~ two-hand coordination

test and t.1D ( .Scrifliflation reaction time test, as a predictor of success

and fai1~re a~d of rerfornance at the !-~oc ’ : tower. Variy of the trainees who

took these coordination tests were also -~ v~n a test designed to neasure

proneess to anxiety.

L~ ese ~-re1i~inary researc t resul ts tri ll be referred to where they

are releva~t to t1~e research results of ~~ oresent study. As has b~en

pointed out ~-~fcre, the preliminary research is a necessary background to

understand ~c--o of the analyses and results of this study, ano the prelim-

inary r-~search is particularly helpful. where the present results replicate

those found previously.

The guesticn of ana].ysis. Before a presentation of the results is

begun, a f~w decisions about analysis were riade which should be explained.

The nost i--.portant of these concerns the co~plote elimination from analysis

of the sentenc e corlp 3tion test. The sentence completion test is used by

clinical psychologists rrimarily as a dia nostic instrument for an individual

case, and it is usoful because under]yin trends may be revealed which could

- - not be elicited h~- direct questions . A pers:ri might write in response to a

- - sentence lilze, ~~~~~ they put him under uressure, Ted...” a word like tt quitt~
- or “cracked up” even though he would adr~it no such feelings to himself by

direct questioning. Thus , “Ted” serves as ~ fiction that makes it easier to

reveal thou-~ht~: ‘that are really about oneself. The critical supposition here

—a—- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I
I is that the questions wo~ ld not be responded to in the sari s manner if asked

directly, yet in the case of these soldiers the indirect approach seemed to

I elicit little in addition to the information c-btained by direct ques tions.

i This is not to ~~l that answers to direc t and indirect questions are identical.
I Rather the direct questions elicited replies nore reliable and related to

the purposes o:~ this study. The disadvanta-’es of the sentence completion items

- 

can be sunmed up as follows : first, the frequent criticism of this type of

test: how do we hnow that the trainees true feelings were revealed about

-- himself , but rather his feelings about a real “Ted” or people in general?
- 

“People in general” might be very revealing but without intensive knowledge

of the individual case it is difficult to determine whether direct or cost—

pleinentery orojection is being measured, that is, whether the characteristics

of oneself are ascribed to others, (direct oroj ecizion), or characteristics

are asailed. to others that may be the opposite of ones own characteristics

but provide a reasonable excuse for ones oi-in action (complementary projection).

Second, ~he results are unstable, answers are not easily catezorized and

there is ruc~ ‘- ms tags because not all individuals can be classified. A third

problen , anc~ a disadvantage for this stud; ,  is that educated and uneducated

- soldiers resp~nded differently with the uneducated giving more stereotyond
- - replies. The important point, to sw~ up, is that the sentence completion

- 

test, while ,4eldin.-~ some information , did not yield enough ins1~ht on the

- 

topic of fear and courage to compensate for the difficulties of interpreting

the rieanirL~ of the results. 

~~- — -
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I A second decision concerns elimination fr~ e analysis any questions

concerning ti~ co~mcnent parts of physical ‘itness, questions asking the

I trainee how mar-’. - push-ups, squat 4urtps, etc. he could do. The purpose ci’

I these que:~~ions was to deterr’-~.ne whether son e component narts of the physical

f~tness profile predicted as well as the entire physical training tact

I scores. ;:~ t th: m-~ stions seemed to be morn of a projective type, they were

only sli -iltl:, related to actual physical ~rainin- test performance. S~nce

I they r-:is~;-e~ di-~ir p-.r’ose entirely and c~ntrih~ted no new information that

I could not be secured either fron the test scores themselves or from questions

about a trainee’s confidence in his physical ability , they were e].iriinated

I from further coesideration.

There will be other questions of analysis that will be taken up

I in their pro~er contemt, but these two areas of investigation missed their

purmose enou~h to justify eliniinating them from consideration at the outset.

III . Why They Volunteer

Why do men seek parachute training? What are its appeals? To

determine some of the reasons why the men entered the airborne training

course an open-.ended question was included on the first questionaire which

asked, “Write below in your own words why you. volunteered for Airborne

J training.”

This is not, of course, the first study to Investigate some aspect

1 of the a~poal of this training. The American Soldier series investigated

job satisfaction in the army and found high job satisfaction among para-

troopers as, indeed, was found among all men who volunteered for their job

T
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I in the service. ?he: r’ention the pride of ~he paratroopers in their dis-

tinctive boots and badges and observe, “in most cases the men who daUber—

I ately chose such an outfit probably d~ d not seek it for the thrill alone

I but for t~e asocciated status symbols as weli.” (Vo lume I , p. 329). Basowitz

et al (1955) report a selected number of brief case studies of paratroopers

I and for most of them bring out the predominant reason for volunteering in

the airborne. ~ample reasons given are the arpeal of the uniforms, the

extra pay, the influence of friends, to avc~ d Lorea or to avoid the conse-

quence of “getting a girl in trouble” at home. The HuxnRRO study (l95i~) is

a systematic comparison of volunteers and non-volunteers for the airborne.

This study reported that airborne volunteers believe the Airborne to be high

in prestIge, they are attracted by exciternant and adventure and they have

had more persona]. contact with paratroopers than non-volunteers.

The free answer situation of the present study brings out riax~r of

the sam e reasons • The five reasons mos t frequentiy cited are the group

or “best outfit” appeal, the excitement appeal, the extra pay appeal, the

pres tige appeal and the personal contac t appeal. The incidence of these

arpeals has been scored and is presented in Table I. This table includes

539 scored reasons presented by a total of 35] . men of whom 251& completed
- training with their assigned class and 97 of whom failed to complete the
- 

course c-n schedule although some of the temporary failures did pass it

eventually,1 Of the ~39 scored reasons only two were markedly unfavorable

- 
to the airborne : one individual, who passed, claimed he had not volunteered

and another trainee, a temporary failure, answered that he would not volunteer

again if asked.

1. Men who refused to begin training are not considered in this section, since
- many of then (approximately ~O per cent) concentrated on reasons why they should

not have volunteered.

I 
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I Table I

I The ..mr ~eals of Airborne Trainiri -
, Summary of the

~easons -
~~ iven Dy 351 Trainees as to -hy They Volunteered1

I 
Percentage of Trainees

I Giving This teason

The “best outfit)’ appeal 35.9

I 
~xciterient and adventure 35.9

I Danger and excitement (11.14%)

To prove oneself , accept

J chaflen- e

I The ampeal of the training ( 6.3%)
To jump from a plane ( 6.3%)

T The extra ray 22 .5
4.

Prestige of the airborne 17.14

Friends or relatives were in airborne 8,0

— Airborne is different , unusual 5.7

Trainee about to be drafted 14.0

I1isceflaneous reasons 22.2

No reason given (14.6)

:i:

1. Reasons s~z~ to more than 100 per cent since many gave more than
one reason, an average of 1.6 reasons per trainee. The same applies to

I the section on “excitement and adventure” which sums to 38 per cent, and
shows some overlap.

I
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I Perhaps the best method of unders~andin~ the reason behind the

act of volunteerIng is to let the trainees extlain in their own words,

I ac the fc llowing sections will lean heavily on verbatin transcripts from

the questionaires.

The “b-sot outfit” appeal. Th~ reputation of the Airborne as a

J group of -htin~; men that not every soldier can join since only those who

surmount the rite de passage of airborne training are admitted, h~-s the

strongest apreal. Thir ty—six percent of the trainees mention it as one of —

I their reasons. ~Jne trainee (3014) wrote :2

“Sir: I volunteered for the Airborne because the Airborne is the

I best, the cleanest, the roughest, the hardest—hitting soldiers in the U.S.

Armed ~?orces today, in fact, aU over the world. I was in an Airborne

I training unit where they have discipline anci the heart to go on. There were

1 some tines when it got rough, but I would look at the others and say, “If

they can do it, so can I.” That is why I like the Airborne, they go all the

1 way, and have the morale to do it.”

Further examples of these responses are:

I 1114. ...the best outfit in the U.S.

I 1453. 1 want to be in the best: the U.S. Airborne.

162. very good ou tfit.

I 210. The sharpest outfit to be proud of...

2114. ...the best outfit I have heard of...

I 270. The best branch of service we have...

2~~i~umbers refer to roster numbers .

I
I 

____ _____
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1 510. ...I want to be in an outfit that has a lot of pride and

gets rid of all the “knuckle heads.”

I 146;. 1 wanted to be in the best out~’it possible so I could really

J be proud of mys-D ]J’ and rr~’ outfit.

1457, Sharp outfit , sharpest in the ~ri~’ and sore of the craziest

I but best irjs in the world .

14 8. The ‘-irborne is a great fi :htinl, sharp outfit, the best in

the U.S. army.

22. I figured while I was joining the service I just as sc-on join

the best...

121. It is the best in a lot of ways: training, discipline, better

men to ~rorL-: ‘~ith, h:~ h morale, bes t weapons, smart lieutenants, good ::so’s.
172. Because it was supposed to be the most dangerous and the

- best outTit.

3014. Secause the Airborne is a proud and rugged organizat~on and I

wanted to b~ one of the team. (Failed)

32~:. I volunteered for Airborne ~raining because I thinh that it is

the best o~t~~t i.i the world , and the on1:-~ ~~ I won ’t go through it is the:

r got to ~~c :  me out.
I 1472. ThCT.- -- tough and proud, t:- :: :re wa~: out in front o the ones

1 the papers say are first.

One direct question is relevan t to the organization appeal of airborne.

I Asked how civilians feel about airborne ei -hty per cent of the trainees replied

‘ 
that civilians thought airborne was better than most outfi t~.

3 The airborne unit

as a reference -~rou~ toward which one can feel ;ride is a very important part of

I its appeal.
I 3; The }tum?J~0 study (19514) asked the same question and about fift~r per cent of the

volunteers as compared to twenty-five per cent of non-volunteers answered that

I airborne was better than most outfits. The fact that the Korean war was still antii
at the time of that study, with no airborne units in combat, may be partially re-
sponsible for the difference observed.

—~~
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I The adventure appeal. The airborne soldier learns to junt from an

airplane with a pe.rachute and this is p rcei~ed as exciting , adventurous ,

I dangerous arid a challenge. ts one trainee exi~ressed it , “anyone can b~ an

I RA leg,” moan±n’ that any soldier can be a “regular ar~~’ straight-le- ,” or

fcotsoldicr. - n e  w~~ fai led wrote , ~jt is a man l s outfit. I want to f~ed

I out if 1 ‘--‘ a man.” erhane other appeals interact w~ th tb ’ s one since the

distinctive insignia , refer red to by one as “ the badge of courage,” would have

little m-eaeiw; unless it were a synbol of the unusual experience of these

soldiers. The way some of these trainees excressed this appeal of airborne

trainin-: is ~iven verbatim in the comments that follow.

114. I volunteered for Airborne training because most of the boys

in our neighborhood say it is too hard so I want to show them that I cam nake it.

25. I volun teered for Airborne training because I wanted adventure

and thought Airborne would be the best outfit for it.

117. The training is good for you. It also helps you to become a man.

119. I 1i~~:o to do things I ae a little afraid of.

215. ~eilci me up, rough , proud, eacitereent.

1402 . 1 wanted to find something that was exciting and that was a

-. challenge . vemyone hasn’t the guts to ;~umr from a plane.

110. I thin~: I’d like the thrill of jui~ping from an airplane.

209 . Because I think I can do anythin- anybody else can do, and I want

to prove it to myself.

220. I wanted something different. Something other men would be scared of.

-, 5714. Because I was of small character and build and I was to.d I

wouldn’t make it. I am here to try and prove otherwise.

- I
I-
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I The “ex-~ra pay” ~pt eal. At the time this study was conducted. airborne

I 
enlisted ~- en :~eceim~~ incentive pay of ~5o.00 a month and officers ~l00.0O

extra a month. fhis was seldom referred to as the primary incentive for

I vo1unte—~r~ri~, ~ut o ’:ten mentioned as one of the attractions of airborne service.

An exam’~l-e of bfs t~me of multi—attractiveness of airborne training is the

I trainee who renlied, “because I was going to be deafted and I didn ’t want to

I 
be a s-.ra~--ht-1eg. Also, for the extra :~one,: and I knew what kind of an outfit

the Airborne is.” ~-hile the monetary incentive was mentioned by 79 trainees

I it was given as the only reason by only ten of them. One soldier eloquently

expressed his reason for joining the airborne as follows: “I volunteered for

I Airborne because I needed a job to help my Nother. I couldn ’t find a job

I 
at home because J didn’t have enough schooling so I joined the service and

the reason that I joined the Airborne is because it is the highest paying

I outfit.”
I 

The prestige appeal. By the prestige appeal of the airborne meant

I the emphasis on the status symbols worn b sirborne troops, the distii .~itive

wings and uniform , and the “glory” of being a paratrooper and being in an

I airborne unit. To cern extent this anneal ma:7 overlap with the organizational

appeal and the danger appeal, but the stress is on the status factor rather

than on the contributing features of the organization to the soldier or his

j chance for excitement. As one trainee anse;ered, “ I want the wings so that

when peocle loot: at me and see then, they’ll say to themselves, “There eoes

a man.” ;iiether the soldier is a “man” is not so important as that others will

think he is • ith-er representative answers follow.

I
I
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7. To earn the wings.

16. I wanted to be looked up to and the thought of b’~ii ng

Airborne thrilled me.

110. The glory of being a trooper.

120. It is quite an honor and a privile~e to wear the parachutist’s

badge.

25~. 5-ecause I’ve always been on the same level as every one of

my friends so I wanted to accomplish so— .ethine that would make them look up

to me.

• 269 , I liked the loot- of the Airborne and its soldiers in it.

313. I wanted something that was scecial and I liked the uniform .

h1E~. lecause I like to be a person people admire and I think most

people admire an iirborrie soldier.

519. Because the people look up to an Airborne soldier aria the

Airborne has a hi-rh standing and is the sharpest looking unit for cress.

567 • I think an Airborne soldier is sharper and is noticed more.

16. I like the Airborne because they are very sharp in their uniforms.

21i. ~mtra ~,ay and prestige.

2i0. ...I like the uniform , especially the wings and boots.
• 313. I want to be among the leaders.

The r3rsonal contact appeal. hany of the trainees, although not

not nearly so many as mentioned the other appeals of Airborne, mentioned

• personal contact with other airborne soldiers, either relatives or friends.

That a large portion of the volunteers for the airborne come from the southern

part of the country reflects not only the fact that the South has a high

~
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proportion of volunteers for the armed services, but also that the main

duty stations for the airborne — Ft. Br agg, ~orth Carolina; Fort enn ing ,

I Georgia; ~‘ort Oampbell, ~entucky - are in that area. Representative of

these answers is one who answered, “I volunteered for training as my two

I brothers did ,” and another who said , “It is the unit that all my pals back

home went to.” One man, who refused to jump in the second week of training,

I wrote, “::y uncle said it was too rough for me , so I will show him. He was

I a jumper himself.”

Miscellaneous reasons • Many of the miscellaneous reasons given

I are not very informative. For example, a representative non-informative

answer was , “Because I wanted to be an Afrborne trooper.” Others would

I simply renly that they volunteered because they liked it or because they

I had wanted to be a paratrooper for a long time • Other miscellaneous answers

reflect a stereotype of the airborne trainee as one who is irresponsible and

reckless. ~mamp1es of these are given below.

- 
42t~. I was riot married and was very drunk.

t~57. Because I didn ’t care what I did or what har-nened.

• 515. Alcoholism in college ; a pregnant friend...

112. I was going to college a~ the time , and doin g pretty badly, and

things ~~~~~ t going t~ good at home.

210. ...I had to leave because a girl wanted me to marry her...

These answers, however, are only a small proportion of the miscell—

aneous reasons. As mentioned above, most of the miscellaneous reasons

contained little information.

It might be of interest to inquire whether the reasons for volunteering

were related to later performance. ~hi1e no systematic study was made of later

• performance and motivation to join as revealed on the free answer question, those

— 
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who passed or failed the training course were noted along with reasons given

for joining. Thn only real difference notec was that those who later passed

I were more apt to cite airborne as a good organization, the “best outfit”

appeal, than those ~-;ho later failed. While 39 per cent of those who later

passed -:ave this as one of their reasons, it was cited by 33 per cent of

the temporary failures and 23 per cent of the r~ermanent failures. Only the

-
~~ difference between the permanent failures and the men who passed is statis-

tically reliable . Other reasons for volunteering are cited with almost the

— same frequency by those who passed and those who failed. Miscellaneous

reasons and ‘~no answers” were higher among the fail group. Most of the
— 

m isceflarieous answers, it will be remembered, were short answers with little

- 
content. Those answers probably reflect the lower educational level, and

hence lower verbal facility of the men who failed rather than any other factor.

-- This seems to be a conservative way to look at this difference rather than

attributing it to indecisiveness or lack of a real reason for volunteering

for the Airborne.

1
1
I
I
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IV. Those Who Pass and Those Who Fail Airborne Training

Most of the previous research on ait’borne training has concerned a

I comparison of those who pass with those who fail the training courses. This

I is natura l enough . These studies are mainly interested in the practical

j problem of attrition in a program that has a fairly high percentage of fail-

- 

~ I ures. This type of analysis is interested in airborne training as it would

be in a course in radio code sending, truck driving or lathe operating. Pre-

I sumably scores on a soldier’s records might be used in some fashion to weed

out failures before they enter the training course. Even with such a practical

I bent, however, some of these studies are interested in airborne training from a

I broader point of view. Implicit in some is the notion that the airborne course

is one of a restricted number of courses which take “guts” to pass. Those who

pass airborne training might have qualities desirable in combat or in any task

where fortitude is required.

The present study is interested in analyzing the differences between those

who pass and those who fa il, but this interest is tempered by the recognition
4

that passing or failing the airborne course is complicated by many factors

extrinsic to fear and courage. For example, a man may fail because he is not

- 
in good enough physical condition; he might deliberately wash-out because he

1 dislikes noncoms or the disc ipline; or he might quite because he is under

I pressure from his parents or his girl back home. True, physical condition, an

ability to withstand petty annoyances or even the ability to continue the course

I despire pressure from home may be related to courage. But the fail criterion

obscures more than seems necessary factors idiosyncratic to fear. Our interest

in pass-fail is confined to its relation to fear and courage. It is fortunate

I
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that the data collected in this study can be used to go beyond the pass-fail

criterion because of the many measures on all trainees.

The interest in men who pass can be suniiied up as three-fold:

1. Those who pass should show an ability to overcome fear and thus have

qualities desirable in those least susceptible to stress~

2. The present study should replicate, the results of previous research

on airborne training.

3. The various types of failure in airborne training should be of theo-

retical interest in relation to stress.

Reasons for failure

Trainees who do not receive their parachute badge with a particular training

class are of two types: permanent failures and temporary failures. A temporary

failure may either be one who is sent to another class (a turn back as they

-- are called) or one who is temporarily relieved from training because of physi-

cal injury, illness, an emergency leave or other reasons. Many of the temporary

• • failures later pass the airborne course.

The predominant reasons for permanent failure are refusal to j ump or a

judgment by the cadre that a trainee is “not adaptable ” for airborne training .

Since the airborne training program is a volunteer one a trainee may refuse to

• jump from the training aids (the mock tower or the free tower) or from an

airplane. This permanently disqualifies the trainee from becoming a paratrooper

but is not otherwise punishable. Once a trainee is a qualified parachutist,

however, refusal to jump may lead to court martial . The “not adaptable” are

judged as permanent failures because they cannot learn satisfactory jump form

at the mock tower, they cannot keep tip with the physical training or other

ser*ous errors in training are coninitted . The distinction between those who

refuse to jump and those who are not adaptable 1.~ ~ t”.t~etv~.~~ tL.~~ wi~

I
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,
~e is that between those who will not and those who would but

J I cannot. This does not mean that those not adaptable are free from emotional

reasons that may lead to failure in airborne training . Many of them cannot

master the mock tower: they fall out time after time as their legs collapse

on exit, a reaction influenced by fear, though they do not , like the refusals ,

quit. Some of them cannot control their fear enough for satisfactory jump

form, others cannot keep up with the physical training.

It should be made clear that a clean line between the types of permanent

failures is probably meaningful itt a gross sense, but it may not be meaningful

for the individual. Men refuse to jump because they do not like the physical

training or resent the discipline as well as because they are afraid. A man

who is afraid may deliberately fall out on the runs and the fail a physical

training (PT) test to avoid the stigma of being a “quitter” . A recognition of

• the overlap in the categories points up some of the inadequacies of failure as

a criterion if ones primary interest is in fear. It should not dissuade an

examination of these categories to see what can be learned.

A further type of failure, one peculiar to this study, is those who ref use

to begin training. While apparently this was due to an administrative mixup,

this type of failure will also be analyzed in this chapter.

Thus, in comparison to the men who pass three types of failures will be

considered: the temporary failures, the permanent failures and the men who

refused to begin. Occasionally the permanent failures will be subdivided into

those who refused to jump and those who were judged as not adaptable.

4-
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I
Intelligence, education and related factors

Intelligence, as inf erred from the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT),

gives much the same sort of relationship in this study as that reported pre-

viously in The American Soldiers The higher the AFQT score the better his

chances of passing. This is shown graphically in Figure 1 which agrees very

closely with the American Soldier figures based on over 5,000 men . In Table 1.

a distribution of the AFQT score for the men who passed and for the various

types of failures is shown. The main difference between the pass group and

the failure groups is the higher proportion of men in AFQT Groups I and It and

the lower proportion in Groups IV and V. All groups of failures have a very

simi lar distribution of AFQT scores. It is noteworthy that the mart who refused

to begin have a distribution of scores almost identical to the distribution

of scores of those who were prernanently disqualified during the training program.

Education followed the same trend as the AFQT scores, the two being very

highly related. The average number of years of education was 10.5 for the men

who pass, 9.8 for the temporary failures, 9.6 for the permanent failures and

9.5 for the men who refused to beg in airborne training. To put it another way,

- - 

92~ of those who went to college passed the airborne course, 77~ of those who

graduated from high school , 7O~ of those who had some hi gh school but did not

graduate , and 497~ who had only a gramar school education .

Related to the intelligenc e test scores are the many aptitude tests g iven

to the soldiers at the time they are inducted into the army. The aptitude

j scores separately consider such factors as reading vocabulary , arithmetical

reasoning, pattern analysis, clerical speed , etc. The individual scores are

also combined into various “aptitude areas”, thus, aptitude area I is a

combination of scores on reading vocabulary , ar ithmetical reasoning and pattern

_ _  
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AFQT Group Fail Pase

I N:].7 [ l L~ 82% 
1

II N a 8 6  22% 1
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67%
I
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I- Ns80[ _______________

j Figors 1. The relationship betseen Armed Forces Qualification Test scores

and success in the Airborne cour se.
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I TABLE 1

Armed Forces Qu alifications Teat Scores for Those Who Passed the Airborne

I Course and the Various Types of Failures’

AFQT Temporary Permanent Refused
Group Pass Failures Failures to Begin

I 67, 27, 3~

II 26 18 15 15

III 50 55 52 53

IV-V 18 25 30 29

l00~ lO0~ 1007. lOO~

Number
of

Cases 256 51 33 34

4.

1. Scores were not available on all trainees.
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analysis. For this study, these tests revealed little that could not be

learned from the general AGCT score. Whereas the general AGCT score gave a

biserial correlation of +.l9
1 
with success in training only reading vocabu-

lary, clerical speed and radio code aptitude were higher correlations, none

of them significantly higher. The aptitude areas followed the trend observed

on the individual tests, not enough higher than the AGCT scores to warrant

serious attention.

The short psychomotor tests, the C-cancellation test and the map tack

test, were chosen for tasks to be given under the stress of an impend ing

parachute jump, but the base test, against which the scores under stress were

to be compared, was given to all trainees at the same time as the question-

naires, These tasks can also be used for pass-fail comparisons. While the

differences between groups are not large the tasks do show that the men that

pass obtain significantly higher net scores than those that later failed the

course. The means of the groups and the t-test comparisons are shown in

Table 2. It is interesting that the men later judged not adaptable, whose

phys ical proficiency and motor - coordination are supposedly less than that of

other failures, should have the lowest mean scores on each test. Also inter-

esting is the fact that a short test, requiring a total of a couple of minutes

testing t ime, cart statistically differentiate men that pass from the failures

even though the differences are not large .

The most important conclusion of this section is the replication of previous

studies on the importance of intelligence (AFQT scores) and education itt success

1
Lorrelation coefficients vary between +1,00, a high positive relationship,

and -1.00 a marked negative relationship. The size of the correlation coeff i-
cient that is important depends on many complicating factors (see any elementary
statistics book such as Cuilford, 1956), but, for this study, a correlation
over +.50 might have some practical used while those between +.20 and +.50 are
marked enough to be interesting.

_ _ _ _
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~~ TABLE 2

Net Scores on the C-Cancellation Test and the Map Tack Test for

the Pass Group and the Various Types of Failures

C-Cancellation Test ‘~ap Tack Test

• Mean T-test Mean T-test

- Catego ry N Net Score Vs. Pass ~ Net Score Vs. Pass

- Pass 256 65.7 -- 222 41 .1 --
- Temporary failure 54 60.4 2.599* 51 40.4 0.497

Not adaptable 18 59.4 1.864 1~ 36.6 2.150*

Refused to jump 31 63.5 0.849 29 37.8 1.973*

Refused to begin 66 64.2 0.795 57 39.8 1.049

All fail combined 169 62.3 2.484* 153 39.3 2.009*

.05

S
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I
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in the airborne program. The aptitude tests show that no particular factor

is more important than the overall AFQT scores. The C-cancellation test and

the map tack test results serve as a background for the later use of these

as stress sensitive tasks.

Adjustment

A study carried out during World War II by Satter had found that adjust-

ment, as measured by a paper and pencil test, the Personal Thtventory, was

highly predictive of success itt the airborne course. The biserial correlat ion

of scores with pass-fail was .39 as compared to a correlation with the AGCT

scores of .26. Although several types of failures were reporded for that study,

they are not comparable to those used in the present one with the exception of

the men who refused to j ump from the mock tower, and all types of failures had

fa irly simi lar scores. The spring sample in 1953 (classes 36 and 37) was

examined to determine their scores ott the seven physiological reaction questions

and the men who refused to jump from the mock tower (RJMT) had significantly

higher scores than the other failures. Subsequent samples of trainees were

given a “persona l check list ’ an exploratory measure of adjustment being

developed by the h uman Resources Research Office (Walk , 1953B). This test

did not significantly differentiate men who passed from men who failed until

it was rescored, using mainly physiological reaction type questions or 20 of

the 50 items on the test. This research demonstrated that the RJMT’s had

significantly higher scores than both the pass and the other types of failures.

While the other failures had higher scores than the men who passed, the differ-

~~
• 

ences were not significant . All previous research, then, had shown that men

who fa i led, particularly men who ref used to jump, had higher scores than the

men who passed.

- 1
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For the present study the seven physio-~ogical reaction questions

I (heart beat hard , nervousness, cold sweats, hands sweating, shortness of

br eath , hands tretnblhw , upset at~~~ ch -- see section v) were soored so

that alternatives “never” or ‘once In a great while” were considered to be ’

I negative answers while “sometimes”, “often”, or “very often” were scored

as positive . Trainees, thus, could obtain scores from zero to seven. For

I the entire sample the relation between number of positive responses and per-

centage of trainees who passed or failed can be expressed as follows:

Positive Number in Number Percent
S responses this category failed Passed Failed

0 185 55 70% 30%

— 1 101 28 72% 28%

2 60 25 587. 427,

3 38 24 37% 63%

-- 4 28 13 54% 467,

- 
- 

5 or more 32 28 12% 88%

- * It is obvious from the above table that one positive response is not very

different from none, but that two or more positive resportse~ means less of a

- 
- S probability of passing the airborne course.

Occurrence of these symptoms, or at least the checking of them on a

questionnaire, appears to be related to graduation from the airborne course.

The var4ous types of failure itt the course can most easily be examined by

comparing the average score obtained on the physiological reaction it~~ns

for each group.

I
I
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1
Category N Average Score

Pass 271 1.0 -

I .
Temporary fai lure 55 1.3

Not adaptable 18 1.7

I Refused to j ump 31 2.4

Refusal to begin - 
-

t raining 66 2.8

There is, of course, the obvious posiibllity that the men who refused to

begin training were inclined to inflate their scores. One can recognize this

possibility, but another possibility, that these are real differences, must

also be considered. Ignoring this group, the men who refused to jump have

significant ly higher scores than the men who passed and the temporary failures.

The results of the present study, in other words, are essentially simi lar to

* 
the results of the research carried out in the spring of 1953.

If the men who refused to begin are excluded from the table on page

the relationshi p between number of reactions checked and pass-fail is expressed

as follows:

Positive Number in Number Percent
responses this category fa i l ed Passed Failed

4 0 173 43 757, 25%

I l 90 17 81% 19%

2 54 19 657. 35%

3 24 10 58% 42%

4 22 7 68% 327.

1 5 or more 15 11 27% 737

The extent of the relationship is reduced, but it is still there. Even if we

remove those with five or more positive responses and compare those with zero

or one positive response with those who check from two to four positive respon-

• sea , the d ifference is statistically reliable.
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Interest In the types of failures prompts a closer look at the response

patterns of the men judged not adaptable and the men that refused to jump. The

men judged not adaptable , it will be remembered, are intermediate between the

pass group and the men that refuse to jump. Because of the small number of

men in these groups the refusals to jump and the not~adaptables from the spring

I 
sample were added to this group, but this only adds 11 more that refused to

j ump and 14 more judged not adaptable. While the men that refused to jump are

I higher in physiological reaction scores to those iudged not adaptable they are

not quite significantly higher. A look at each of the seven individua l physio-

I logical reaction questions revealed the same relationship on almost all ques-

tions: the men that refused to j ump higher, but not significantly higher, than

I those that refused to jump (the reactions of nervousness and heart beat hard

I 
were the same for both groups and on the hands sweating question both groups

were indistinguishable from the pass group). Thus, further analys is reveals

I only that no particular physiological reactions characterized either group.

A more fruitful method is to analyze the men that refused to jump on the basis

of whether they actually made any mock tower jumps at all, or whether they

refused later (after making some mock tower ju mps or even later in the training

cycle). Those that refused to jump on their first jump, before making any

I jumps at all, had significantly higher physiological reaction scores than

those that made one or more mock tower j umps before refusing ; if the men tha t

I made no jumps at all are removed from the analy. -
~~~. so that only those that

made a jump are considered, the physiological reaction patterns of the men

judged not adaptable are almost identical to those that r .fused to jump.

I Since four classes are now considered (two from the spring, two from the fa l l )

either the combined not adaptable group by itself or the combined “late”

I ref usals to jump are significantly higher in phys iological reaction scores

H

’ 
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to the combined pass ~roup . The rank :rder , then, is highest, men that reThaed

to jump at the :ock tower befo re a jump was made , intermediate, those that

refused after one or more moc~: tower jurrps and those judged not adaptable , and,

lowest, the pass group.

An~rone ;-iio has observed many men jump fror~ the mock tower cannot help b~t

be impressed by the apparent unpremeditated nat’~re of the refusals. Men seem to

a.t’rive at the 3I~-foot level only under moderate strain but , when they stand in

the door and look at the ground, the blood drains from their faces , hands and

knees tremble , th’~y ac tively resist jumping. Later, on the ground, many of these

men request anoth’~r chance at the tower and, when a~ain in the exit door, go

throirh t~e sa c  scries of reactions a second time. Other men, often officers

or NC~- ’ s who feel tho: have to pass, may make 20—2S jumps from the to’~er and

coilarse like a sac:: of meal at each exit, apparently unable to master their fcar

enough to jur~p a fe~: inches into the air as the;~ leave the tower (these, of

course , are aronr~ those judged not adap table).  ?or many men the mock tower is

no simple trainin ’ aid but, as the romanticists would say, a “moment of truth”

— that reveals a weakness they nay not have suspected. This reaction of excessive

fear, considerinr; ~he safety of the equipment, might reasonably seem to be

related to som~ measure of ~emotionality.It This analysis seems to show that it

is related to “emotionality” , but the physiological reaction scores are only

part of the story. In this restricted sarmie of almost 700 men, only using the

pass group and these two types of failures, less than one in five (22 percent)

- - - with the high physiological reaction scores fail the airborne course , as aga~nst

“ about one in thirteen (7 percent) of those with the low scores. gither sonethin~

more than “eno’tionality” is involved or the measure of emotionali~ - is too gross

and unreliable . Undoubtedly both unreliability and other fac tors play a part:

intelligence has boen taken up already. Subsequent sections will try to pinpoint

some of the other factors.
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Physical proficienc,~ and sports participation

To pass the airborne training program may roqd re cot~rage, but it also requires

physical stamina, The trainees are -~iven strenuous physical training and those

who cannot keor up on the runs or those who cannot do the required exercises are

failed. Because o~ the importance of physical ccnc :~t1onin~ information was

- S 
secured from th~ ~rny ~or~-~ 20, where possible, on the number of points mTd e on

the army physical ‘training (P .T.)  test, and the records were screened for an

-- entry in the “scorts” column. In addition, questions on sflorts oarticioa~ic-~. were

asr: -ed the traThecs.

The avera:c score recorded on the ~‘orr 20 for the ren who passed was 33ti.

points . Since the r:in~r-iur~ score needed by a solc~ier is 200 points , this avera-;c

score indicates that the nen who pass are in very --r ~cd oh:sical condition. ihe

average score for ~1l failures on w -.o:: records - -cr c available was 327, not ~:uc :

lower than the i:ass ~r~~’p. Interestin~ differences emerge when the tyDes of

failures are separated . The men who refused to begin trining had an avera~e score

of 326 poin ts , the r~en w~o refused to jump from the mock tower 363 points , the

men jud ged not adaptable 30C points arid the temporary failures 321 noints. Uhile

records were not ava-~lable on all trainees , and the men who refused to jump may

have been a little ore physically proficient than mirht have been expected,

the difference bethec i th~ men who refused to jump and those judged riot adap table

is evident. 2hc~ -e :-:ho refused to jump had si-nificen tly higher scores than those

jud ged not an a’- ta~-1e. ~tnce the men who refused to jump were less well a justcd

as def~ned L~ th~ c ,ecl:: n- of more physiolo~-ical reactions , these diff erences

are in a- -~ree::on L :rith an e;-~nected difference t:-~ein these groups : that ~arç ’..’ho

refuse to jur~ ail ~o~- emotional reasons while many of those judged not a~~rtabl~

fail for physical reasons.

- . -~~~~S . 5
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I The relat~.o ri b- - thoen scores on the physical training (P.~i.) test and success

i in the airborne ccnrs~ can be exrressed in the following way :

R P.T, Score :-:umber of Trainees Percent Passed

1 300 arid below 96 6l~

301—3li0 96 70~

3l~l-l~00 1140 72~

140]. anz ahove 28 79f

while this re]ati-;nshf,r- is evident, it is not n-e-rly as high as that for ~ T

I scores or r~eys~olo ~c:~l reactions . It mi~ht not seer. that physical proficiency

I 

scores are very imno~’tarit, but it must be re- -or b ered that all trainees had j ust

completed basic ra~~Y :~~ and were in ~OoL physical condition.

J The sports entry on the Form 20 proved to b~ a more reliable measure than

the P.T. score . 2hirty—four percent of the fa~ hres had entries on their orm 20

I for sports wh~lo ~2 rercent of the pass group dic.. breakdown of the types of

I 
failures shows this relationship even more clearly.

Catc~ory Number of Trainees Percent wi ~1i hitr~

1 a503 2~6

:~~er’~ . f - :~ir  51

Not adaptable (and other

j permanent i’ailures) 17 29~

Refused to jump 17 29~

I Refuned to be ;ini 3i~ 214%

The reduced nu-:her of individuals in this ‘~b1e as compared to the one on page

I reflects the fac t not all records could be screened.

I I
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I The markeci oel tioriship expressed above is extremely interesting from a

I 
theoretical point of view. It physical ability is not as highly related to

success as 15 sports participation, one may hyoothesize that the participation

I in sports helps train an individual to withstand paychological stress. This

means that, even in a course where ehysical condition is very important, snorts

I participatinn ap?-earc to b~ more important than physical proficiency. Is it

because sr’orth par t~ c-h~~. tic- n is related to inte Lligence, that an opportuni ty for

I particir-ation - orc r ,s  is ‘~reater ~‘or the hi-hir A ~ T groups? Sports martici ation

• J 
arid intel1i -~enco am~~ar to be unrelated,

Further :u-~ aLons o-- ~artici ation in seorts were asked the trainees to

- 
- I determine who in ~ ~~ ticnlar snort was more i-”o~ tant than ariother ,e~ei The

trainees were -
~~~~ ~d to marl: the extent of their participation in football, baseball,

I softball, bash-o thall, swimriin~ and, also, to write down teams on which they had

played and tao ~osition on the team they played.

Table 3 saows the percent ef trainees who answered that they were a “regular

J team member” for football, baseball, softball and basketball . Since very few

trainees were members ol’ swimming teams, the sw~mxning team members and the “very

I good swimmers” are treated together . From this table it would appear that team
- members of all sports have more of a likelihood of passing the airborne course,

and that the largest difference Is for football teen members, swimmers, and,

j curiously enough, softball team members.

— The question wh~ch asked trainees whether they were members of athletic

I teams and asked them to write down the team an~ -he position they played showed

I similar results. Thcs~ that later passed wrote down more teams than the failures

and, again, the results were very highly significant. Thirty—nine percent of the

pass group as against 21 nercent of the failures indicated that they had been

members of two or more athletic teams • Another method of tabulating number of

ii J r 
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Table 3

I Team membership in various sports for those ~ho pass and those who fail

I Catego~~ N Football Baseball 5oftball Basketball Swieuoin~
1

Pass 25t~ 3~% 30% 26% 36%

Temporary fail 27% 31% 20% 33.~ 3~~
riot adaptable l~ 10% ]J4% 33% 29~

J Refusal to juan 31 13% 23% 10% 16% 23L

Refuse to begin 66 17% 21% 1~~ 17% 29~
4 training
4

All fail 170 19% 2t~% 16% 27% 30!,

Probability (pass ~ all fail) .001 .20 .02 .10

1. For swin:-iing both team members and “very good” swimmers are included.

~ r 
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athletic teams is to count each of the s~ort~ listed in Table 3 as a toa~o, including

b n i n ~ a ~ood s- . -i~1seer , and simply sum them. so thnt a trainee could be a member of

from zero to ~~~ “teams” . Table !~ shows the resolts of this analysis. Ill but

the temporary failuros have significantly less mombershin in these athletic teams 
—

than the mas s :ro - . Tab1~ ~ shows that , on the whole , each increase in team

r~omb-nrshim is acco:.’~ani -od. by a better chance of passing the airborne course.

The a~-~aront ad fitivo na ture of sports rarticipation ( the more s’-or ts the

be tter the chanc e of ~assin~ airborne ) helps e~:- lain both the weakness ol’ LabIa 3

arid why sof tball occumi-es its ambi -~uous posi tion , seemingly more highly related

to pass—fail tha~ an~r other sport except football. ‘The weakness of f-able 3, of

course , is that snorts membership is not independent , those that clairi membershi p

in one team also often claim membership in other teens. 01’ the men that rassed ,

65 claimed membership on a softball team while 90 did on a football team. ut

only one trainee o~ the ~~~5 claimed only softball team membership along with no

other sport including s:- Lmning while 13 claimed football alone. Softball is less

independent of other team membership than any other sport.

The snorts material has been gone into in some detail and will be further

considered when nerfcr’- .ancn at the mock tower is analyzed for the pass group .

~hi1e snorts m - ci~rat ion appears to be a better protective agains t exeosure to

- - stress than nh:’nical proficiency, it can aiwa s be claimed that not sports pro—

ficiency ~~~ so Is importan t but , rather , whaLovc~r it is that leads some roe to

enga--e in sports ‘m:Ll-e o thers do not ( those I~norsoria1ity factors” again) . Ao

present data c~ ~not ans ;or that question. It taLes a controlled experi .eat to do

that, but , perha’w~, o:e-oriments outside of the airborne training situat~ ;. r ma;:

illuminate tao - . r -z-blem . these will be cansidoreL ia the proper context.
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I 
Table Ii

Amount of smor ts team membership for the pass group and the

I groups of failures

Percent with Probability Z~ean number of
I Category N two or more “teams” (pass v. fail) teams per trainee

Pass 25l~ li8 — 1.65

I Temporary fail 55 38 .20 i.1~5

j 1-Tot adaptable 17 18 .02 1.06

Refusal to jump 30 23 .01 0.93

Refused to begin 66 29 .01 1.03
training
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I Table 5

Amount of snorts menibershin and orobability of failureI - -

in airborne training

~umber of Number of trainees Percent - 
-

I teams claimed _in this category failed

0 13).&

I 1 116

2 81 27

I 3 li7 38

Li 26 23
1 5 18 22

I
I

I
J
I

I

I

t i
1- I  
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‘~iscellaneo-as back ground items

I A number of back ’~round questions were asked the trainees. These are not

ver~ important in differentiating those who pass and those who fail, but they

I are useful in describing average charac teris tics of the airborne trainees • These

I 
items concerned marital status, parents living or deceased, divorced parents,

income level, siZe of community of residence, age, weight, height, amount of

I active military duty, and previous positions of leadership.

A]e’iost all of the trainees were single: 9Li.5 percent of these who passed

arid 96 percent of the failures. Both parents of most of the trainees were

living, of 77 percent of the pass group and 81 percent of the fail group. Only

20 percent of the men who passed can e from divorced parents and 21 percent of - 
-

‘ those who failed.

The income level of both groups, as reported, was about the same . Average

family inc~ne reported by the men wmo passed was ~-Li,l09 and ~Li,1h7 for the

failures. Since education is correlated with income one would expect a slightly

higher income for the parents of the men who passed , but the trend is in the
- other direction. This may reflect the unreliability of this judgment for the
- 

trainees who probably knew the family income only approximately.

Side of community of residence was not a factor in passing the course.

- Twenty—three percen t of the failures and 22 percent of the pass group repor ted

-- they caine from farms . aesidence can be expressed as follows:

- Size of Corum1nI~Z

- 

Less than 2 ,500 ( includIng farm) 35~ 39%

.: 
- 

2,500..500,000 51~

Over 500,000 ]J4% 13~
100% 100%

There are no obvious differer~es here •

I

~ 
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What of a~e, hei ht, weight2 The average a~~ of the men who passed was

19.1 years anä oL’ the ;~ea who failed 19.0 years. lI en over 22 years of age were

repor ted in the ~%m-erican Soldier as being less likely to pass the airborne

I course. The same rela tionship was reported for men over 25 in the HuxnRRO study.

I 
The present sam ple had approximately 7 percent of both the pass and the fail

groups over 21 years old and only one trainee, who failed , over 25. The con—

I position of the sample for this study , then , was too young to verify previous

research about the relatiohship between age and success or failure. Many of

the officers and 1:00’s who take the airborne course are over 25, but they were

I 
not part of the composition of this sample.

Heigh t and weL~ht similarly gave negative results . The average height of

the pass group was 69.l.i inches and of the fail group 69.9 inches . githteen

percent of the passes and 26 percent of the failures were over 6 feet in heigh t .

The average weight reported was 160.5 pounds for the men who passed arid l61.Li for

the men who failed.

I There was also no tendency in this study for men at the extremes, for example,

very tall or short, very light or heavy, to be more likely to fail than candidates

nearer average height or weight.
a-

Almost all of the trainees in this study had been in the army six months or

less • Reported in the American Soldier, and again in the HumR~O study, is a

1 tendency for length of army service to be negatively rela ted to success in the

t 
psratrooper course. Length of service is , of course , usually highly correla ted

with age . Twenty—s ix percent of the pass grouo and 31 percen t of the failures

J had been in tIn an -’ over six months . 1~hile the trend is in the direc tion of

I 
the results r e i - - - -r thd treviously, it Is neither a statistically significant nor

an important äifforonco.

I   
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The trainees were a- ked whether they had held office in a club or at school

and told to write down the office they had held, The scoring sys tem cliosen was

one where a trainee was ~ive n credi t for only one previous position of leadersaip,

with high school or coil-c: offices ranked the highest , then grade school and

social clubs . The riw’nber of trainees with offices in each of these categories

(where all types of failures are lumped together for simplicity) is shown in

Table 6. Table 7 shows the percentag~ of trainees in the pass group and in each

type of fail ‘ro~’m tha~ held offices. Only two differences seem to be indicated

from these ;ables : first , a hi~her number of class presidents among the pass

group, and, second, osly the men that refused to degTh have significantly ewer

previous positions of leadership tha-~ those who cassed. Since the -rer l that passed

had more education the differences ar-pear to be minimal though the high pass ratio

of class presidents is irite ’esting. A question was also asked about captaincy of

sports teams. :hile two of the 170 failures had been captains of sports teams ,

15 of the 2~t~ pass group had held such positions. bha number is too slight to

assess whether this is any r’ore sports positions ol’ leadership than would be

expected, considering the higher activity in sports in the pass grout as discussed

in the section on physical proficiency and sports participation.

Socioxnetric choice:

This section is concerned with the sociometric information, the questions

j on the first questionnaire where trainees were asked to write the names of

two trainees they thought would pass the co’ rse and of t~~ trainees they believed

would fail. -
‘

Tabulation of the choices for 13M analysis put an upper limit of ten on the

number of choices a trainee could receive. This is a minor problem since only

three trainees rec-~ived ten or more pass votes anc four received ten or more

fail votes. In all, then, less than one percent of the s~ npie was affected by

__ __

~
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I Table 6

Pr-CV~~)us pusi’~i~ns of leadership of th-� pass and fail groups1

I humber of trainees holoing oositions

Office held Pass Fail

J President of student council or

high school, or collage

class president 20 3

- C ther hi-r h school or

college offices 11 8

grade school president 9 3

Club president 15 12

Other club offices 35 18

Total number 90

Total number in group 25I~ 170

1. The scoring systeri only gave credit for the “hi~hest” office held (see text).

4
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I
I Previous leadership positions and pass-fail

I Overall Percent holding
~ategory number positions 

—

I Pass 2S1.~ 35

Temporary fail 55 29

;~ot adaptable 18

Refusal to jump 31 35

I Refused to begin training 66 15

f
J

-5-
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I
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I
the imposition of an urmer limit. Trai nees showed a certain relectance to use

fail votes. 3 —  the average 1.9 choices were used for s~n to pass or near bhe

I upoer limi t of 2.0, but only 1.0 choices were used for ~~n to fail or 50 percent

I 
of the perrissable number . This me ans that an “averaget’ trainee should receive

approximately two vo t.es to pass and one vote to fail.

I The most obvious result of the use of the choices is that the m-c .~ who

refused to be- ±n trai ning were apparently known to their classmates. They

I received very few vot-~s to pass , only 2L~ percent of them were the recipient

I of any pass votes at all. They also reccived many fail choices with over

80 percent of ;iiem receiving one or more fail votes . It is interesting th: t

one out of five o~’ these men received pass choices and one cannot help but wonder

whether some may have joined this group because of the pressure of their friends.

J These results are shown more completely in Table 8.

All of the other failures are much less definite than the ones wno refused

to begin training, yor example, the men who refused to jump later seem to have

been spotted by their classmates on a statistical basis~ yet over half of them

were the recipient of’ pass choices and only forty percent received fail votes.

The temporary failures were the recipient of actually more fail choices than

-
~ the men failed as not adaptable by the cadre.

The statistical data presented in previous parts of this section can be

j compared rather interestingly to the socioinetric data , The statistical material

shows the ~en wio refuse to begin training as m~5rt and parcel of the other failures ,

I but it also shows that the temporary failures were definitely superior to the

group of men perinen3ntly failed. The sociome tric data , on the other hand, singles

out the men who refuse to begin from the other failures and , while it identifies

on an average basis the other failures, it does not separate temporary failures

from permanent ones, something that is obvious from the statistical comparison.

The sociometric data has some strong points, but it has weaknesses, too.

• I
L -~~~~~~~~________________________  
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I Table 8

‘ 
Votes t. pass and votes to fail received by trainees who later

passed or failed the airborne course

I
Pass choices Fail choices

Disposition Average number Percent with Average number Percent with
in training N of votes to pass pass votes of votes to fail, fail votes

Pa ss 2514 2 ,26 76% 0.35 21%
-

~ Temporary failure 55 1.27 65% 0.96 142%
— Not adaptable 18 1.142 67% 0.148 29%

Refusal to jump 31 1.13 58% 1.814 142%
Refused to begin 66 0.14)4 214Z 3.38 80%training
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I Additional questions

The attitudinal questions are probably not as “objective” as ~nany of the

more factual questions, particularly when the groum of trainees that refused to

b-e -~ n training is ccnsid~red . These attitudinal questions are divided into several

areas : toward var.’ ous aspects of airborne training, toward the army, and general

I attitudes toward height and ones own abilities.

1. ~irborne. fhe questions about danger in airborne training showed no

I marked differences in attitudes concerning danger by those who entered the

training course arid later failed as distinguished from the men who passed. In

general, there was a slight but not significantly more apprehensive attitude

among these failures as compared to the graduates. Those who refused to begin

training, on the other hand, were significantly more apprehensive about danger

in airborne training than the others • To be specific , as a group they felt it

- - would be harder to jump out of a. plane and that they would not do so well in a

parachute jump if they had to make one “tomorrow’. They estimated that more

trainees ware injured in training jumps and claimed to be ~iore worried about

being injured themselves.

General attitudes toward the airborne reflect much the same sort of trend.

- About half of all trainees felt that “all” soldiers would like to have parachutist’ s

wings, including the n-en who refused to begin. As for whether it was a great

accomplishment to get the parachute badge, the pass group and the other failures

overwhelmingly agreed (about 85 percent) while only 56 percen t of the men who

refused to be-gin training checked this alternati ’re. The later graduates were

most certain that civilians looked up the airborne as “better than most outfits”

with the men who refused to begin training much less positive (p 1 .001) and the

j  other failures slightly less positive (p < .05) about civilian attitudes. These

findings are comparisons within an airborne training population, it must be remembered .

I
I
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For example, here a relative “negative” attitude is defined as a group where only

56 percent , say civilians , believe airborne is “better than most outfits”. ~nother

group of nonvolunt~ers found that 28 percent of t~o~ felt civilians thought of

airborne as better than most or~a i zations . i’-iis is a general finding: the men

who refused to begin training were less enthusiastic about airborne than the

other trainees, pass or fail, but they were far more enthusiastic than a sample

of nonvolunteers. “Unfavorable” atti tudes of this group are unfavorable only

as agains t the groups wi th whom they are compared.

Attitudes toward airborne training reflect some interesting . ‘~-Then

the trainees were ‘eke d to rate which part of training would be the hardest

for them they tended to concentrate on the physical training or the discipline

and to ignore the fear —invoking situations • The table below illustrates this .

Toughest par t of training
Physical Mock tower , free tower

Category training Discipline and parachute jumps (combined)

Pass 141~ 35% 214~

flef used to begin L11~ 31T 25%

All other failures 514% 211 25%

On this particular e~uestion, the men who refused to begin were similar to the - e n

who later passed • Significantly more of the other failures concentrated on

“physical training” as the most difficult part for them. The physical training-

• - 
discipline split is an interesting one which will be considered in more detail

later . The other questions on attitudes toward training showed no interesting

differences. For example , all trainees felt that the training course should be

“tough” with the exception of the men who refused to begin.

The trainees wore asked several questions about their feelings toward the

airborne course, ~1l were asked how ..s~e they were that they would pass and

whether their feelings about airborne had chanc~ed since the end of the war in

1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Korea. One class ( class 7) was also asked how r~uch they wanted to pass, arid

how their parents felt about the fact they had volunteered for airborne. This

I last question was to deter~-ine whether the fail group felt they were under more

I 
“cross pressures” than the other trainees . The question about how sure they

were about their ability to pass the airborne course sharply distinguished between

the pass ~roup and all other trainees • Whereas a~proximately one-hai.f Of all

men that passed felt they were “very sure” they co~ ld pass the course , only

about one-quarter of each of the other groups chec -:ed this alternative, hut

- when asked how much they wanted to pass the course all fail groups with the

exception of the men who refused to begin train n-~ checked predominantly “more

than anythin; else.” ~nat is, about 10 percent of the men ~ho refused to

begin checked this alternative as against about 60 percent of all other groups ,

pass and fail.

The quest~on on “cross pressures” (attitud e of parents), asked only of
- - c].ass 7, showed that those who refused to begin training claimed to have the

most pressure from home with 30 percent of them maintaining that their

parents were agains t their par ticipation in the airborne course as compared

to 148 percent of the men who passed. The temporary failures were approximately

— - similar to the men that later graduated while 71 percent of the other permanent
- failures claimed that their parents were opposed to their participation.

Further, while 77 percent of the men who refused to begin training said that

their feelings about bein—, an airborne soldier had changed since the end of

I the Korean war, only eleven percent of the pass group mentioned any change

in attitudes • The other failures, temporary and permanent showed i~iore of a

tendency to feel the end of the Korean war had changed their opinion about

1 participation in airborne training, a significant tendency, but not such a

marked one since only 26 percent ol’ th em said their feelings had changed.

- I  
--~~ ‘-~~~~
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I How does t~i5 ser±~~ of questions ado up? ‘fhe relatively negative attitudes

I 
of those who refused to be~ in training are very ar parent, Some of the other

questions differentiate the other fai lures, sose do not. In many respects

their attitudes are similar to those who passed, but they seem to be not quite

as positive.

1 2. Arml. Attitudes toward the army were divided into questions about combat

and questions about general attitudes toward the army. The questions about

combat are a contrast to similar questions about airborne training. The trainees

were asked whether they worried about being killed or injured in combat and a

similar question was asked concerning airborne training . They were asked now

well they would do in combat and in airborne training. The airborne questions

• - showed some differences anong the fai l groups, particularly for the group of

trainees that refused to begin traininc~. hut there are no real differences in
- attitudes toward combat , ‘)ther questions about combat, such as willingness

to volunteer for a secret dangerous mission , worry about whether one would be killed,

suffer pain or be a coward in combat , also showed no real differences, To some

extent the lack o-.. differences here may reflect the fact these questions were

somewhat unrealistic after the Korean war ended,

One question asked the trainee to estimate what sort of a soldier he would

be. This showed no lar e differences, even for the men , who refused to begin

training. The men ].ater judged not adap table by the cadre were markedly different

from the other trainees with 17 percent of them saying that they would make a

“very good” soldier as against ~1 percent of the o ther failures and 57 percen t of
- 

the pass group.
4.

The question about a possible honorable discharge only showed large differences

for the men that refused to begin. While 62 percent of the- said that they would

definitely accept such a discharge, immediately, if offered, only 35 percent of

the pass group and 145 percent of the other failures checked thi s alte rnat ive .

I ’
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Of this c roup of questions , then , only the last two showed any dif ferences.

I The question about a “very good soldier” may overlap with the confidence items,

to be considered below, and the question about the honorable discharge undoubtedly

I reflects the “i3satisfaction of the men that refused to begin with the airborne

program and ~;it~ the -ar -y.

3, ~xperience witn height, confidence on abilities, A number of qu~stions

- were asked on prior experience with height, on experience with mountain climbing,

towers and scaf cl*~, ladders and trees, tel3T-~~.n-~ poles , and airplane fli~thts.

These questions did not prove fruitful in diff~rentiating the pass-fail groups,

- 
although there were barely significant differences comparing “mountain climbing”

and airplane flights for the pass group and all failures , wi th the failures claiming

- - slightly less experience in these areas • Two further quest±ons were asked class 7

only, of fear when looking down from a hi gh building and of fear of high places.

The men that refused to begin indicated more fear here, significant only for
.0w

- . fear of high places , but otherwise there were no pass-fail differences.

The confidence items include questions on a trainee’s estimate of how well

he does things (e.g., anything anyone else can do, more than the average man) ,

an estimate of his ability to run 3~ hours without stopping, of how often he
- gives a job “everything you have” and of his phys!cal condition, The expe cted

- 
differences occur on the physical condition quest- .on where the men that refused

[ to begin estimate their physical condition to be significantly worse than the

pass group with the other failures not as positive about their physical condition

as the pass ~rou~ but not significantly less positive (pK .iC). The three

1 questions on ability and perseverance (give a job everything you have, run 3’

hours, how well do thinr~s) show that the men that refused to jump and the

I temporary failures are more positive than the pass group, ironically enough,

while the men judged not adaptable were even more pessimistic than the men that

refused to begin.

I
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The section on attitudes is somewhat confusing, particularly since the

I largest differences concern a markedly dissatisfied group, the men tha t. refused

to begin training. The differences observed for the other fail grcups can ~ie

surr r~arized as follows:

I l. they are not as sure they will pass the airborne training course,

2. they think that the tthysical training is the toughest part of the trainiri~
while the pass grour is more likely to fee]. it is the discipline,

3. they feel they are under nore pressure from home, that their parents

are agains t then volunteerinc~ for airborne ,

I 
14. they are not as sure that airborne is “better than most outfits” , or of

participation in the training course now that the Korean war is over,

1 5. the men later judged not adaptable are not as sure they will “make a good

soldier” or of their -own ability and perseverance. —

I Against these questions that differentiate, often not at high levels of

confidence, is a nu~ber of questions about attitudes toward danger , attitudes toward

the army and experience with height that show no differences •

I The small number of trainees in the two groups of permanent failures, the

men that refused to jump and those that were judged not adaptable, (again ignoring

I those that refused to begin) , makes it hard to assess just how different these

T groups are fror one another. The men judged not adaptable seem to be less physically —

proficient and to have less confidence in their ability on endurance tasks. :‘:ot

heretofore cotnnented on is the fact that a small persistent number of men that

- 

later refused to jump have markedly negative attitudes on many questions while not

a significant difference it probably should not be ignored.

The largest practical differenc e between the pass and fail groups was observed

on a simple direc t question: how sure are you that you will pass the airborne

J training course? This question will prove to be useful In subsequent analyses

to be performed within the group that was successful in airborne training.

I 
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Suinmari, and interuretation5- —

Have the pass-fail differences illuminated the problem of fear and courage?

Those that pass, by inference the most courageous, are higher in intelligence

and education , the: check fewer of the physiological reaction questions and may

be less “anxious” or better “adj’isted,” they have had more experience with sports

but are not markedly better in physical proficiency, and they are more sure

-- of their ability to Dass the training course. All of these factors have implica-

tions for the study of fear and courage that -go beyond this study, Borne , like

sports par ticipation or confidence , might be manipulated by training procedures.
- 

The temporary failures are similar to the pas s group in prior sports par-

ticipation and on tie physiological reac tion questions. They are like the

- 
failures in iritelli:~ence and in their overall assessr ent of their ability to

pass the airborne course although in some attitudes they are mos t similar to the

men that passed. The men that refused to jump have the highest physiological

reaction scores , but, when~ those that make a jump are eliminated, they become

similar to the men judged not adaptable . fhe~- are similar in sports’ exnerience

- to those jud ged not adaptable, but appear to be of better physical proficiency

• wi th more confidence in sorie of their abilities. i larger sample ~~uld be

• - needed to determine j~~t how different these ~rro~ms are from one another , to

what extent “emotionality” and physical proficiency differentiates these two

groups.

‘
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I V. Performance-at-the ~io~h Tower

I The moc k ~o~—~sr i~ a training aid designed to teach airborne trainees proner

exit form from am airolane in flight, and it has been described rather completely

in Section II. It wiil be remembered that the trainee wears a parachute harness

but no parachute, that long straps are attached to his harness before he jumps

fr om the tower ~yiich is a~proximately 31i feet hi-:h, that when he jumps from the

tower the straps arrest his fall after a drop o. at~ roximately 8 feet, and that

the straps are attached t~- a wheeled trolley ri~iin- on cables so that he “rides”

the cables for a distance of about ~C yards before he reaches a mound and is

unhooked, Tie moch tower is of interest because its height gives the trainee a

1 sensation of r ahin : a free jump from a ii~h place, ~-ven though he is, of course,

I hooked so tha t ~hero is no actual danger . raining is concerned not only with

perfecting an ac~ req~irin - physical coordination , but also with extin uishin~
the fear engendered by the hei :ht , not the mere height itself but the r~q- ire:~-ent

of jumni ng at a height which ordinarily, but for the straps, would result in
- death or serious inj~;ry.

Natives in the hew :-iebrides use a similar procedure to prove their manhood,

a purpose not unrelated to the reason why - any trainees join the ~aratroopers

(see section III) . They jump from tall trees and hur tle head first toward the

ground. Vines are attached to theIr feet so that the fall is snubbed inches

above the ground , The fearless native must keer- his correct diving forr~, with

j eyes open , throw :hou t the dive, even when his 2ace may actually touch the ground
- 

(Johnson and Johnson , l9~~ ) So must the airborne trainee, eyes open, learn

I proper jump Tcr~ with a fall that is snubbed by straps . A training procedure

similar to that used in airborne training was used by the Office of Strate -ic

L Ser’~iices in India ch:ring World Tar II • It is described as “an exceedingly

I rigorous test which evoked marked emotional responses in all candidates” (Oss

Staff , l91~8, p. 370),

I
- r~~~~
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An avoidance of high places ia aoparent]y inborn, so far as can be deter ined,

in man and oth .~r terrestrial animals whose io~?-e r -nnt is contro lled by vision . This

I 
can be tested by placing the subject on a center board with glass on each side of

it yet wi th a oc i.id surface directly under the glass to one side and several feet

below it on toe other. The glass both safeguards the subject and guarantees that

the basis of choice is exclusively vIsual, ~. human infan t, ó—]Ji months old, ~iU

crawl to his mother across the glass as long as a surface is directly under it.

~ie will not crawl to his mother across the glass where the surface is several feet

below it, In fact, the infant often cries when his mother urges him to cra~-’i to

-- her across the “ote m” glass. Similarly , one day old chicks and baby rats descend

to the “near” visual surface as dis tinct from the “far” one (~a1k and bscn, 17 9).

The airborne trainee must learn to overcome th is “ instinctive” avoidance.

-
~~ The mock tower does make trainees afraid and they do admit it. ~ot oni:: do they

admi t fear out they also report the physiological reac tions associated with feat .

-- This has been reported before (see Finan in The American Soldier, Vol. II.; Wal~,

19S6) and will be demons trated for the present study when fear reac tions are taken

up in detail (see section VI). For the present, it suffices to make clear that

the reason the present study is interested in the mock tower is because the mock

‘ower is, to some extent, fearful.

-- What can we learn from performance at the mock tower? Since performance in

airborne training is rated — men either pass, fail or are turned back - and since

performance at the mock tower is also rated by the-c cadre in errors on each mock

tower j ump, we can find out if performance at the mock tower is an extension o1 ’ the

pass-fail criterion. 1
~y this we mean that we cam find out if performance at the

mock tower and pass—fail are continuous, if those who perform badly at the mock

I
1
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tower are -oce 1i~~ those -oho fail than are ~~ose who perfo:m well. It was pointed

out befor e ~s �~ oe-: t~on 1-7 ) that pass—fail is a complicated criterion measure since

men may fail ~er s”c:i a variety of reasons. It is worthwhile to investi-~at-e t .e

extent t.o wmic . i nhos :. ~~o perform poorly at the -~ock tower have background qualit~es ,

atti tudes , eric. sim $ Lu- to those woo fail.

A second aovontage o2 the performance ratirr~ at the mock tower on those wko all

I 
ulticately pass thee airborne course, is that poor performers on the coc : tower can

be followe~ throo -~hou t tra~ning. -- ost failures, it will be remembered, fail c-~’r ing

the first week. ~m ~hio perform poorl~.- at the mock tower and later pass c-ac also

be studied d ’tr7n-~ toe :-:hole training cycle. There are several possibilities con—

I cernin- these poor r-erform orc-: on-c mi—ht be that the mock tower measures ma~mly

physical coordination anh hence ‘-i~ht be unrelate-z. to any measures that follow

where fear is ccncerrie h . 1. second posaibility mo -ld be that the mock to~:er does

1 o-’ scriminate goo~i fro. poor trainees in ability to raster stress and that the

poor trainees contin’oe to be poorer than the -rood performers all through thec

I training cycle . And a third possibility is that the mock tower elicits fear and

men overcome it , that the - ock tower is a training a~d where men rioy master fear,

and so these poor performers are as good or better than the other trainees once

j they have mas tered their fear, We can keep all of these possibilities in mind as

we study the relation of performance at the mock tower to other measures, ~‘or

the present , ho~~vor , we will be concerned with the topic of what is relatec to

1 
good performance at the mock tower . Is it the sa--e measures we found related to

pass—fail? Or is good performance at the moCk tower predicted b~ still other

.1 
measures?

Previous research. The earliest 1a~own study of performance at the riock

j tower was carried out c ’ ~n~ world -ar II by ~‘L nam (see the 4merican Soldier, Vol. II ,

pp. 2l3—2 2~ ). He used. the mock tower as a screenin g device and ‘ave a randomly

: 1
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assigned group c~ tra~nees a preliminary mock tower jum~ before the start of

re~u1ar t r a i n a :  a~d cc pared them w~th trainees fror the same classes given

no preliminary :.oc : tower jump. This study had two findings: those w .c  refused

to jump at the preliminary j ump predominantly failed the training course (8L ~

per cant of those who refused at the preliminary jump failed during the regular

training cycle) and the rated soeed of the preliminary jump could also be used

to predict la ter success in the course. The ch~ifa~ ence was not as -treat as

refusal at the r~oc: tower, but of those who were rated to make a slow exit oce

their preliminary jump 32 per cent later failed as compared to 12 per cent of

those who made a fast exit on this prac tice jump. ~ie also could find no deleterious

effects of this p:c*.inar , jump, the trainees u-irform -ed as well in the ~e-ular

training cycle as those with no preliminary jurre and their performance was

ac tually rated s~me~’ha t s n o r  during the first f~w mock tower jumps compared

to the m-embe -~s of their classes given no such preliminary jump. In another study

Finan also found that :‘-.en of the lower AGCT groups not only failed at a hi-~her

rate coring training but those of the lower AJ1J1’ group who passed made more errors

at the moc k tower and during mractice parachute jumps than men of the hei~her

A~CT groups.

First Satisfactory Jump 2ating

‘5- The variable considered here is the factors :‘elated to the achievement of

a “satisfactory” jump rating early in trélning. This is a measure of abili ty

to perform satisfactorily in a stressful sit~ation. All of these men passed

the airborne course but the jump on which a mer- ’ber of thee cadre firs t gave

them a satist’actory ratin- for a mock tower jump varied greatly. ‘-‘a can sumr’arize

the information on when the trainees first were ~:ivcn a satisfactory jump rating

as follows:

1

1
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ock Tower Jump First Cumulative
Judged as “Satisfac tory” Percent Percent

1 3 3
2—3 21 2L~( 1~—5 25
6—7 19 68
8—9 82

10—11 8 90
12—13 S 9~
lh—lS 99
16—17 1 100

For the pur~-’c-ses of co ’p arison the trainees can be arbitrarily divided in half

sinc e l~9 percent had achieved a satisfactory jumm rating on their fifth ju mp or 
~ 

-

~

earlier and the remaining 5]. percent received n satisfactory rating on their

sixth r:ock tower jvmm c~ ’ later . For thee rres:~nt an arbitrary division into

fl g~~dhl jumpers (satisfactory rating, on jumps i— s) and “poor” Derforriers (satis—
fac tory jump ra~o~n-~ on j~eps 6—17) seems to sunrr.arize the data well.

• Intelligenc3 nod education. The same rela sion was observed in this study

• - as in Finan’s, that both intelligence as defined by the AF~T scores and education

are highly re]4ed to good Derformance at the mock tower . The AF~T groups can
p 

h-c sumriaraized as follows:

“Good”
A~~T Gro~~ N Performers

1-2 76 66%

3 120

1~0 t1.o~

~dncation follows the s-~me trend . After fiv o rock tower jumps 6t~ per cent of

-h e  r em ‘ito head attended college had received a satisfactory jump rating, 56

r’~r o~ n ;  of ~~c ~ighe school graduates , L~: Deroont of those who attended hi gh

~~ ~~i~~~t ~~c- o-o ; -raduate and 37 percent o~ those with only grar~er school

- n - . of these results are , of course , highly significant and they

- 
*~~~ ~ - - C - t - m  — n  intelligence are continuous with the pass and fail results,

- -- .~ 5- —~~~~ — -~------—.-——~ -
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that intelligence and education not only predict whether a trainee passes or

fails the training co~rse, but they also help predict his performance at the

mock tower. This is in agreement with Finan ’s results.

I The other apti tude tests were rio better than the over—all AF~T scores in

I predicting perfor~ance at the mock tower . the sane result holds for thee c—cancella—

tion test and the ar tack test. The trend was always for the better juorers to

I obtain better scores , but the differences were not statistically reliable .

~~ysio1ogical react~ ons. The number of physiological reactions a trainee

I checks is highly predictive of whether he passes or fails the training course.

I 
hut performance at the oock tower is not related to the checking of these

symptoms, trainees who check many symp toms achieve satisfactory jumr performance

J as quickly as other trainees • This substantiates a conclusion Dreviously

reported by he’aL: ~l2~6) on classes 36 and 37. the relation between number of

I bodily symptoms checked and achievement of a satisfactory jump is expressed as

follows:

Number of symptoms Average number of jumps for
checked N first satisfactory rating

5- 0 127 7.7

1 72 7,9

2 35 7.5

3 or more 32 7,5

While bodily sym~toms are related to success in the airborne training course, a

I conclusion based on a total of four sthdies including this one , they are not

related to performance in the sense of prolonging the number of jumps necessary

to attain a satisfactory one.

-I
I 

V
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Sports and jth~sical fitness. The number of roints trainees atta ined on the

physical fitness test or Ft test varied amonc thee pass grouf. from. less than 250

to over i~i~o points ou(of a possible ~0O points. The relation between PT scores

and achievement of a satisfactory ~urnp by the completion of the fifth j ump from

the mock tower is exprossed below:

I Percent with one
satisfactory jump by fifth jump

PT ~ccre N from mock tower

300 and below 59 37~ -

301—3140 67 55%

3141-1400 101 50%

1401 and above 22

There seems to be a slight relationship when thee trainees who make scores below

300 are considered , but even a comparison of tie two extreme groups , the highest

PT scores and the lowest PT scores, results in a relationshir that coold b-c

found by chance once in ten times • Physical proficiency, thus, follows the

rela tionship found for pass and fail : a slight relationship but not a large one.

~ntry in the sports column of the Form 20 was also not highly related to

success at the mock tower. Of the “good” performers at the mock tower , 514 percent

had such an entr;. The relationship to sports participation, however, b~cane

quite marked when the questionnaire responses are considered. On all the

sports listed in the cuestionnaire men who oer~orm wel’. at the mock tower are

more apt to say toat ~he~— have been regular -cembers of a team. For swimming,

they are more apt to respond that they are “ver- - good swimmers .” This rela-

tionship is shown in Table 1 which classifies performance into three, rather

than two , cate-;ories . fable 2 uses cumulative percentages to show when those

claiming membership in the various sports obtained satisfactory jump ratin-;s .
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I
The ~elationship Between Team Membership in Several Sports and

I Performance at the !!ock f ower

1
- 

Percent of Jurmers with :~e~oershi in: ~~~~~ rig Teen
I :~:embers

First Satisfactory Team & “good”
N 

— 
Jwrn :iated 

— 
Football Softball Baseball Basketball ~~~~~~ Swimmers

_  6]. 1—3 51% 143 141% 1461 15% 61%

- 108 14—7 36% 26; .~ 30% 140% 51 39%

82 8 and above 214% 131 22% 2141 141 27%

j 10.57 15.38 595  7.146 5~95 15.05

p .01 .001 .02 .01 .02 .001

~ I

: 1
I
I

: I
~

- I

I

_ _ _ _ _ _  
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Table 2

I Cumulative percent satisfactory ratin-’s obtained by

those claiming croficiency in various sports

Mock
Tower

Footbafl Softball Baseball Basketball Sw~~ri~g1

1 14% 6% 5% 5- -

-- 
2—3 3141 140% 33% 31% 37%

14—5 61% 66% 60% 55% 591

-_ 6—7 78% 83% 76% 78% 79%

8—9 901 92% 88% 91% 83%

10—17 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

N 90 65 75 91 101

S.

1. Team members and “good” swimmers .

S.

L Ic

- ~~
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Membership in each scor t seems to mean rather simi lar mock tower performance,

better performance than that of the entire sample on page , but no differences

among sports. Of course, ma~v men proficient in one sport are proficient in

others : this “contamination” of the sample c-en be dealt with by a closer analyses

I 
of sports tea 1 membership. 

-

Tarlier , in the meterial on the men who pass and fail, sof tball was found to

J be more heighl - related than baseball to whether a norson passed the co~rse. ~ow,

with the men ~-f-.o failed no longer in the sample, softball continues to be more

I imoor tant in jurm performance than baseball , in the sense that a higher statistical

relationship still prevails in Table 1 and this sport also shows a sli--~ht superiority I ¶
in Table 2. ~s was mentioned in the section o.~ —-as s—fail, thiS is because —

softball team proficioncy is not independent of other sports par ticipation. fhile

only one tra:~.ne-e was proficient in softball alone, 13 only mentioned participation

I in football, 8 in basketball, 11 in baseball and 31 in swimming. Each of these

groups was si nificant].y superior in mock tower cerformance to the 68 trainees

proficient in no snorts , but rio group (football, basketball, baseball or swimming)

was superior to any other group of trainees proficient in only one sport. Likewise,

no combination of two sports is significantly s~merior to any other combination

I of two spor ts • Table 3 shows by cumulative percents when satis factory j ump ratings

were obtained by those claiming proficiency in from zero to five sports • On the

whole, the more sports a trainee claimed the sooner he attained satisfactory

j p-er crri ance at thee moCk tower . Sports participation ~~~ se rather than any

part~.cular ~~~~ of snor ts par ticipation seems to be the important variable.

I The removal ~f the 68 trainees with no scorts proficiencies from the others

i permits an analysis of ~.nte1ligence (AF-~T) scores uninfluencad)so far as is 
¶

1~ own , by sports proficiency. Table 14 shows that the men of hi~her i.ntelbigence

j performed better at the mock tower than those of lower intelligence, though

all claim no athletic proficiency. This table also reveals that the more

j intelligent trainees see to be held back a little ~ut that they quickly overcome

_ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  
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I Table 3

The relation between a~ioun t of snorts participation

I and satisfactory performance at the mock tower

Number of Athletic Proficiencies

-

‘ 

~ock
Tower

-
~~ 

None One Two Three Four Five Overall

1 0% 3;  5% 0% 10% 7% 3%

2—3 9;~, 22% 30he 28% 145% 50% 214%
- 14—5 26;~ 52% 514% ~~ 65~ 795;

6—7 51% 62 5 714~ 79% 90% 86% 68%

8—9 714% 7~% 85% 93% 95% 100% 82%

10-17 1OQ-, l00,~ 100% 100 - . 10O~ 100% 3.00%

- - N 68 63 59 29 20 114 253

_ _ _ _
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Table 14

I Satisfactory :ock Tower Performance of Those without Athletic Proficiency

by Intelligence Groups (cumulative percents)

I
I 

11~o~~ AFQT Group
Tower
Jump .~! 2
1 0% 0% 0%

2-3 10% 10% 0%

14—5 25% 33% 21%

— 6—7 ~5,; 57% 36%

8—9 95; ; 67% 50%
-. 10-17 100% 100% 100%

- :  N 20 30 114

Note: A?~T scores were not available on four trainees from this group.

I

1
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this deficiency. While only one in four has attained a satisfactory jump rating

by the fifth mock tower jump, as compared to one in two of the men with one

athletic proficiency, a)~ ost all have ach ieved a satisfactory jump rating by

the ninth jumu.

I 
Table 5 shows tha t thee intelligence test scores of the men with no athletic

proficiency are no lmTer than those with athletic proficiency. The additive

nature of snorts r~ro~icienc;.’ and intelligence can ~e illustrated by usiri team

membership in football as an example and igno rinn contamination by other snorts.

Table 6 sho-~s that those who are in the higher in~elligence groups (AF’~T groups

- 1 and 2) and claim previous membership on a football team obtain satisfactory

jump proficiency the most rapidly on all men , those that are only of high

I intelligence or only with football team membershin are intermediate and those

with neither high intelligence nor foothall teen membership are the worst

I performers of all.

So far it has been shown that both intelligence arid spor ts participation

contribu te to satisfactory performance at the mock tower. Education has not been

J mentioned in this context. while intelligence is not related to spor ts par tici-.

pation, snorts particination is related to education, the extent of the correlation

bein g .28 (t:~e correlation of intelli-rence and sports oarticination is —.07) . How

handle this se em±n~ paradox in the data? Does snorts par ticipa tion merely

reflect education? To determine the relative contribution of intelligence, sports

and education to satisfactory perf ormanc e at the mock tower requires multiple

correlation (Guilford , 1936). The correla tion of these various fac tors with

I performance at th~ mock tower is as follows : sports .32, intelligence .22,

education .18. aing all of then to predict performance at the mock tower

iives a multiple ?~ of .140. The betas make it possible to assess the relative

-
- ‘ I  
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I Table 5

AF~T scores of athletic team members and non—team members

AF~TI Group H Team Members Non-team 1-:embers
I 

— ( N — 1 9 2 ) ( f la~~~~~)

1—2 81 32 31%

3 128 51% 147%

-~~~~~ 
_

256 100% 100%

- -  x
2 — O.72 p (.70

p

I
_ _ _ _  
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Table 6

;. I Percentage of trainees obtaining good satisfactory jump ratings at the

I mock tower a~—cn--~ ~heose of higher intelligence plus football experience

either alone, or lower intelligence and no football team membership

Satisfactory rating on
N Juinps l—S -I -

- -- Football team members and

PSF4T grouns 1 and. 2 33 82%

AF~T groups 1—2, no football

-: team membership 13 53%

- 
Football team membership,

-- A.F~T groups 3—5 149 51%

No Football team membership,

- 
-- AF~T groups 3—5 110 37%

**

- .—
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I
contribution of each factor: tha t for sports is .3140, for intelligence it is

.2146 and for education —.0014, For the total determination of satisfactory per-

formance by the three variables combined, sports participation contributes

app omiriatel~ 58:;, intelligence 142 percent an~ education nothing . ~hile these

1 factors seen lint-ortarit a multiple ~ of .140 means tha t these three f actors

account for arnromimathly 16 percent of the variat~on concerning satisfactory

J performance: the nondeternination is anproximat~1~ 814 percent. Of course,

“nondetermination” does riot necessarily mean that other factors account for the

I rest of the variatIon. Sports participation reflects a verbal estimate of

proficiency, education may ~‘eflect different practices in pushing students

through sc:iool in various states aria communities , intelligence is, for all

practical purposes, only in three groups (Group I and Group V combined contribute

less than 7 percent of the trainees), and the measure used, satisfactory jump

I performance, may reflect unreliability of raters or unknown past experience —

of some men at the other training camp . The important conclusion is that

sports par ticinati.on and intelligence (not education) contribute more than

any other known fac tors to satisfactory proficienc;~ at the mock tower.

- . Miscellaneous background items. On the whole, of the miscellaneous back-

ground items were not significantly related to nood performance at the mock

tower. In particular neither height, weight nor a e  were of any iriportarice

in determining when the trainees would achieve satisfactory j ump performance

at the mock tower. previous positions of leadership were related to satisfactor y

performance at the mock tower as is shown ii Tai-1..~ 7. While this variable

I “leadership”, is not independent of intelligence and education, it also may

be considered separately.

I
I 
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I
Table 7

I The Relation between Previous Positions of Leadership

and Performance at the ~ock Tower

~1
First Satisfactory Held Office

Mock Tower Jump N in Club or School

1—3 62 50%

14-7 109 37%

8 and above 82 23%

-r

-S

a.

-j
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Socion~ tric ~hoice. The number of times a trainee was chosen to rags or fail

j proved statistical~y r3liabie for the n-en who fa~l~d the course , ~articular1y ;-~lth

re ’ard ~o the - nri w~o refused to begin, and th-~ o tLn-~r failures differed si—ni2icantly

fro- the men ~-~ho mass-cd. :-~ rfor~-ance at the moo ’ : tower was also related to the

-- socioutetric material, Th~ men who uerformed ~ s~; at the mock tower rec~~v~c-. more

votes to pass tha . those ~a~o cli- - not perform as m~l1. Table 8 shows that the
5- 

relationship holds for —en who attracted at least three votes or more. This ri-cans

that some or the trainees who performed well attracted enough votes t~ diL~’er3o~ia te

the best performers rom the others hut that most o_’ t~e men w:~o performed well at

— the mock tow-er rec~iv-ed no more vov~s to pass than trainees who performed poorly.

- The poor ~~rforrerr , on the other hand, did not a~tract any more votes to rail

than did the —cod jumoers. Auparently the men had identified, either in basic

training or at ort r~~~~y 0g before the star t or tra :1niri’~, a few men i-rho seemed

certain to pass an~ these men also rerformed ~-:ol.~ at the mock tower .

Atti tu c5iral ote cns. T~r fe~ of im att’t~ minal suestions shou an s~~’—

nificant differences ~etireen those who uer~’or mel at the rock tower and thcs-2

- i-rho perform roorly. t~:ro -g-en--~ral areas mat-’- ~-e n~r:d: t:~oro the nerforn mcli say
a

thc~- - have had ::ore c:nericnce with hei:ht and -‘ocd rerformers seem to hnvc ;ore

confidence in tne~r o’~n abi1it~i .

I Two of the hol :ht questions showed signi± ’icant differences: one co:1carn~ :ig

experience wi th h i h  ladders and trees, the other :-rith climbin; tel3pbona moics.

j The questions on ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ climbing and towers and scaffolds were in the sane

direction, but not significant differences. ~~ose results are s:iown ~n Table 9.

I As for physical ability , the three questions that showed significant

differences had to do with confidence in ability to pass the airborne course, in

a trainee’s belief he would make a “good” soldi~r, and in considering discl~ ~ne

rather than the rhysical training the hardest n- :’rt 01 the training course, Other

questions , sue : as hom mcli a trainee would do in combat or in making a t~:’rr~oh-’~.e

I-
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Socion~ tric ~hO±C ’. i’he number of tinec a trai nee was chosen to rass or fail

proved sta ;is tica!’y reliable for the en who ~‘a~ l~d the course, ~articularl:. wi th

re ’ard ~o the ‘- r n  ~~o refused to be~’-in , and th .~ other failures differed si— n± Ticantly

fr o— tho neri ~ho passed . Perform ance at the ‘- ‘oc ~ tower was also rela ted to the

socioptetric na ,elial. The men who uerformed :~ c~ at the mock tower rec~iv~c~ mor e

vo tes to pass thc.~ thoc~ w~o di riot perforn ac well. Table 8 shows that the

relationship holds for men who attracted at 3~ ast three votes or ~‘.ore. This rIcans

t~at some c:’ the ~ra~nees who performed well attracte d enouah votes t- di~ièren~iate

the best per~’orne r~ ~r~ n ~ae others hit that ~‘os t o2 the men whO performed well at

the mock tower :eC:iV ~ci no more vot~s to pass than trainees who performed poorly.

The poor rerfor~- ’i’T , on ame other hand , did no~ a~tract any more votes to fail

than did the d ~~rr-ers . Anparently the men had identi fied , either in basic

trainin’~ or at ort “- before the start o~ trainincr , a few men who seemed

certain to macc an~ ~~n —n n also rer forried ~el2 at the mod tower .

Atti~ 1 -‘t~~s ‘c ,  T~,r. fe of ~~ a~~ c~ nal questions s~’ow an s~~~—

nificant differences he ’~:’~en those who per ror- ~ee~ 2. at the rock tower and those

~tho ~erforr ’ r’corl~. J~:o em~ra1 areas nay n’~r’~ d: taoce ~tho r~erforn ~;ell say

they have ha~J ::cre e:~~ rience with hei:ht  and - ood rerformers seem to have : cre

confidence in their o~m ability.

Two of the hel :ht questions showed si~yiificant differences : one conc~ rn~n:

experience with h i-~ ladd ers and trees , the other ~ci th climbin~ telephone poles.

The questio n.s on “mountain” climbing and towers and scaffolds were in the sane

direct~on , cut not si~nfficant differences. Those results are shown in Table 9.

As for physical ability, the three questions that showed significant

differences had to do with confidence in ability to pass the airborne course, in

a trainee ’s belief he would make a “good” soldier , and in considering discipline

rather than the r~ ,rsical traIning the hardest mart  o~ the training course. Other

questIons , suc~ as ~~~ ~‘ell a trainee would do in combat or in making a parachute

I
-~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 8

Socicr.etrie Choice and Performance at the I’iock Tower

(percent of various performance c~roups with indicated number of votes)

First Jump Votes to Pass Votes to fail
Judged % with % withJ Satisfactory N 2 or more 3 or more 1~~or more 1 or more 2 or mure

1—3 73 1~9~ 38% 29% 23% 8%

1—7 u1~ S0;~ 32% 2l~ 20%

8 ~ above 90 22% 10% 20%

9.22 ,2I~

p •°0 ,02~ .OOS .70
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Table 9

Prior ~xr erience with Height and Performance at the Nock Tower

Mountain Towers , High Ladders , Telephone Airplane
First Satisfactory Climbing Scaffolds Trees Poles Flights

~ock Tower Jumo N (1,2) 
— 

(1) (1) (l~2) (1,2)

1.3 62 65% 39% 53% 52% 68%

11-7 iC9 61% 33% 112% 116% 70%

8 and above 8]. 53% 32% 33% 38% 65%

252

1.98 0.611 5.68 7.1.2 0.12

p ~ .20 ~ .50 ~~.O2 < .01 <‘ .80

Note : 1 - o f t e n
2 — a few tries

-. 3 - never
—( the divisions were chosen as close to the median as possible)

I
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J jump, whether :is feelL.rr-s had chan~ed about the course since the end of the

Norean war , hou uc.: ho wan ted to pass the cours ? , the feelinr s of his rarents or

his fear o hciTht , ~~ showed now si~ nifican~ ciL~ferences between ~ood anc poctr

— performers • In fac ;, significantly more good than poor performers said they

worried about inj ury in combat. Likewise, good rerforriers did not sa~y their

physical condition was any better than the moor performers anc , from the physical

training test scores , it is known their physical condition was no better.

Al]. in all , then , the good performers dlieve they have had more experience

with height and feel confidence in their ability. ~his confidence is rather

specific , however , and does not generalize to o c r  areas such as confidence in

doizv~ well in combat, That they express worry abou t the “discipline” part of

the airborne train~ a course is iri terestirv~ since the best performers actually

worry more abo~:t t h e  discinline than any other r~rt  of the training program. This

nay reflec t cc~a~’idcac e in their ability to pass the physical training ( even though

they do not claim to he in any better physical condition) rather than worry about

the discitline . it will be remembered that relatively few trainees claimed to

be worried about tho fearsome aspects of airborne training, the jumps from the

mock tower, free tower or the parachute ju~ips.

Force of Jump

The measure “force” refers to the judged amount of force with which a trainee

propels himself frctn the mock tower . The prescribed axioun t of force is actually

very little. The trainee is supposed to leap up and out of the tower. He is

suprosed to jump up about four inches and outward 12—18 inches. To jump up four

inches and o1it a foot to a foot and a half is well within the physical ability

of any airborne trainee, but this feat may seem extraordinarily difficult when

leapincz from a p1atfor~r 3 ’ feet above the ground out into space . It is because

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

___  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _
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the prescribeu force was easily within the physical capabilities of the mos t

inept trainee , on the r~round , yet so difficult 311 feet above the ground , that it

seemed to be a ‘“easu re that reflected susceptibili t~ to fear . The prescribed

j ump form is co~n1o~: enough so tha t it could reflect mere uhysical coordination

and perhaps not cc related to fear at all. hut if force of jump reflected

coordina tion it was easy enou -th for all trainees , Thus, since lack of a forceful

exit more than any other measure seemed to reflect fear in a fairly uure ~orr~

• It was chosen for intensive study.

Trainees , of ~ourse , know that they should m -~ka a vigorous exit. One of

taem , who later received his jumr win~s, was as :ed why he was not exitin -’- with

more of a forcef” l ~ mn . he replied, “Yo u go t’n in the tower determined to

r~ake a ~cod jum~. hut , ~ soo n as you stand in tii ; door and see the ground , fear

takes hola ot ~~~~~~~~ knees -et weak and yoi- fal~ out of the tower.”

While force ca.m be rated independently oi~ other measures it is not unrelated

to them , 
~~ “weak cait” is an error in itself aria in makin; such an exit a

trainee ’s knees are ;ent and usually his elbows are akimbo, he grabs the noch:

reserve narachute wrongly, his head stays up and so forth. An exit without

much force also m oans a slower exit than the prescribed one since the feet of

the trainee sta h in the to- -or longer than they should as the ~~ees bend after

the “tap out,” The number of errors on a jump, the amount ~ force uaed and the

speed of exit are all, in other words , in tercorrela ted on a particu lar jump.

Preliminary stud~es.1 Three preliminary studies were made where raters stood

in the tower and rated force of exit on a scale from one to five , with “one” a

very weak exit, “ five” a stong one , independently of the rater who was j udgIng

the jump form of the trainee on the ground . :‘or the first s tudy, the first nine

J 1. The preliminary stu dies were carried out wi th the help of Dr. Howard 1. lcFarjn .

I
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I
mock tower jwnr~ of 112 trainees were rated while a second experimenter stood in

the tower and ed the speed of exit. In the second study the first and second

mock tower exits of h113 trainees were rated for amount of force and the force of

• exit related to whether the trainees later passed or failed the airborne training

course. In the third study , one on classes 36 anc 37 referred to previously, force

ratings were related to questionaire data ~Iven efore the start of training and a

questionair c~ive n at the end of the mock tower week of training.

The first s~ uch which observed speed of lathncy of exit as well as force of

exit and errors o~as one designed to ob tain some normative data on how force and

latency chan~’ed over a ceriod of time. On their first mock tower jump these

l~2 trainees ucre rated to have a mean of 11.11 errors , the force was judged at a

4 mean of ~.O or a very “weak” exit and the mean latency of exit was 1.1 seconds .

On the ninth mock tower junt the mean errors of these san e trainees were 1.3,

their judged force of exit at 3.8 and the mean latency at .911 seconds. The

median correlations on these nine jumps , the correlai.ion where four observations

were lower and fou r hi-thor , was for errors aria force — .1&8, for errors and latency

+,37 and for force and latency — .%. This shows a significantly high relation

of many errors and low force , many errors and a slow exit and of low force and a

long latency of exit. Since none of the men made a satisfactory jump on their

first jump frori the tower, the rating of a satisfactory jump is independen t

of the jud ged force or latency on the first jump from the tower. The correlation

of errors and ~~rst satisfactory jump from the tower was + .111, of force of

T 
exit and ~irct sat~~.’aetory jump, — .~3, and of latency of exit and first sat io acto ry

1 jump, + .32 .~ ::~ addition to co].lectin~ normative data, this s~ idy showed that

I i. A pilot stuo~ on ~wont- trainees of the relation between force , latency and errors
on the sixth jun— fro- ’ the mock tower -~aa carried out prior to this one. The correlation
of the tilot study w~ ti those of this study for the sixth mock tower jump in parent—

I hesee were : errors and force, —.71 (— .60), errors and latency, +.1i9 (+ .37) and force
and latency, —.62 (— .36) • All of the correlations for both e1~i~~es are significant at
the ~ percent level or higher , but no correlations in the pilot study are statistically
higher than those ii this study.
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the amount of ~.orce used oy a trainee on his ~arst jump from the tower cou ld predict

I
to some extent , when he would obtain his first satisfactory jump rating. It also

replicated !inan ’s study reported in the American Soldier, that a slow exit on the

i first mock tower juim’ indicated rcor performance later in training.

The second study rated the force of 11113 tretheeson their first mock tower

jump and also on their second. The relationshir, beiMeen the force rating on the

first jump and. eventual success or failure in ike airborne course Is expressed as

follows:

Force Number Percent
kating of Trainees Failures

1 1% 33%
H 2 120 26%

3 100 17%

11 S2 12%

3.3%

- Totals 111~3 211.1~

• As was pointed out before, few trainees who nai-:e their first jump from the ~‘ock

- tower subsequently refuse to jump from it. In this sample only 17 of the failures

subsequently refused to jump from the tower and of these 12 had a force rating of

~~~~~~~ and 11 a force rating of “two” . This shows, even with this small s~oeple,

a significant relationship between “squatting or.t,” indicative of extre~ o Lear, and

subsequent refusal to jump .

The third preliminary study asked trainees to rate their fear as they learned

— to jump from the r -~ock tower. Trainees with weak exits or low force rate themselves

as experiencing ricre fear than those who made exits with more force, (Walk, 19S6).

I The present stud~. A total of l]J.i trainees were rated in force as they ma~~

their first mock tower jump. ~ighty-aeven of these later passed the training course

I
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and 27 ‘ai led it. .~II of the seven men observed ;~hc later refused to junc fr om

the noc!: tower weci rated at either a force o . ’ 1, the weakest exit, or 2, a very

weak exit. ven ~:i~~ such a small sa~ple the rateL force of these tra~noes was

I si~nif ic~ nt1:: lower (p .01) than the pass ~rc-:p • T.~e other failures also e::ited

I with sj -nj ficant l : - 1e~s force than the rass -rorn (r  .02) . Cf the men who later

refused to j uri n , 71 -rc~et wero ‘iveri a forc e r-i~~n of “one” , as were I~ nerc~ nt

of the other ~:1~’re~ .a:id 17 percen t o ’ the en ~ hc passed . The other failures h~ic~.

more m~n in the hi—h ’r r:~t.ed force c T  ~urm ~rc-- :.~ than the men who r e :T~usec ~o ~ump

fr or. the moc k tower.

Arton- the .7 mon wi o  passed the a!r~: orne trai o~ ~ir. conrse the correlat on ol

I force on th~ ~~~~~ ~ i with a satisfactor~y juw : : uatin on later jumps was

and of force oi’ jU~~ . u ~h errors on the ~irs~ juroc — .112, approxim ately the sace

correlations obsouved on o~ie ~re1iminary sti;c~ ~fn’~r e  112 men were used. The

j trainees in this s tud~ also were rated to use si- rdficantl~: h~ gher force on their

first mock tower iuror than the trainees studied in the soring of 19~3. fnis ma:;

reflect previous o:o-erionc e at a ‘oci : tower at Ft. Campbell , of these trainees.

j The force ratTh -s Ic this study, therefore , seen corpe.rable in validi ty

to those collccthd Th tho relininzir~ work. -ke nec who failed used lowo ’ force

than those ~~:c casued and the ~orce ratings on th~ first jump can predict the

later occurrence of a satisfactory jump ratirr . ~Tt remains to be seen, however ,

I whether the force rat -r~~rre a be tt~r measure of susceptjbj lit~ to fear than

J are the r’.oek tower juron ratin gs.

All of ~ e types of information concer ned ~wT th satisfactory perfer:aic e at the

mock tower wo:o ccn ~i: ~re6 in relation to the force ratin~s. The most irroutan t

I 
of these , it - - l l  ~~ rertembered , were inte1li -~ence and education , spor ts rtiui~ation ,

previous posi Lon:: a .’ ~~adership, sociometric o.~~ica and questionai re res -onses

H I
- I  
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about experience w~ th hei :ht and confidence . -~h~-’ the physiological reac tions

were not relat d oo rv ’rfc rmance at the tower was an importan t negative findin .

Are the 2orc ~ ratin more highly relate~ to these vari&:les than the

satisfactory ~~~~~ ratTh -s? i~o any new find~n -s  ener~e that were not si’neificactly

re1~ ted tc th:~ sati~f. .o ~ery jurer ra t ings ?

The res I ts  o..’ ;,:is analysis ca.e be sta ted ~o~o negative]~y and positiuel

!irs t , no new zi nificac~ relationships neer ~e tha t  were not foun~ in the satis-

fac tory perforr anco r at in  ;s. ~uo, second, the sane relationships were ound

for the force rati n as that found for the peroor. ance ratings, even thou. ‘h

the correlation of fir s ~ satisfactory j ump rathn~s and force ratinns was cal:;

.~0. In other words, the data does not show tha t the force ratin os are any

better a neasure of susceotibility to fear than the satirfactory p~rCornance

ratin~s, but they do show that the same factors are relate d to st~~& a simole ~aing

as exit force as are related to the whole complex of thin~s that go into the

achievement of a “sa tis.’.ac tory” june rating . :he extent of the relationships

was, on the wT.ole , lower for force than it was for th~ proficiency ratin at

the tower . ..‘hu.s, it do ~s not seem that the force ratings ar e a better measur e

of suscep tibili~y to fear than is the complex of coordinations that oo into the

achievenent 02 a satisfactory jump.
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I
J TI. 3ome of the ~aran~ z~rs of Fear

The tr ainees wer~ as .ed questions coecera1-~ ‘ear on the last two ~ues~ J. oriafres.

I These cocc~ raed a ra t~a of the fear e w.er i~cced :.ur~ rie each of the coc.: ;o::~r j w.nps

arid the rer .tch~- ae s, wi~ a -~uest~ :n o i h r r -’ch they had ~een “scare: ” ii tao

rrevic -is few cL-v s. . h ; o . Hlc gj cal reac t ’t-i su - o t c e o  were a)so asked ca .eaC:. 0

these ~ues t1’~n :n~~e:~. fur’ :her~ore , a quest o.c ~~ often the t~aInee had b~~n

scare “ i- i  ....~~~~
‘ ....e’ e an e rs olo ic_ re~ction questions ~~~~ -. be -”~ a.. cc

on the i”~~~~~ e .e ~ t : . i~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ce ’ -
~~~~~ at o nel—type stuc~ of .‘ear

rela t•eco res.:onses : ~.‘nce the sa~-e -‘uestioas we:-e ashed at three s anes of trairtiag

the incidence o..’ c :a  ‘se s tudied ourTn ~ the various phases of the trat~aT . a~

cycle . -is o o~ oructi ’~-e will be the tree ari sa-e:o il trainees on their owa fear

reac tions anc. t :e.’.r cc ~ arison of which phase of trainin-~ (mock tower , free

I tower or parach-: ~c) was the most fear ful.

This section , thea , will be an intensive ana 1~-sis of the reports of fear

during the traininT~ pro fran . Reserved for other sections will be the rela tion

of r ooo r t s  of ~‘car to the stress-sensitive tests , to the topic of “leadershio”

and the back--r : ~ci characteristics of those .o a~ni t to fe ar . This section j~1 na~.nly an acalysis of fear ~~~ se.

J As backgrc’: ~c.T to this section is not on1:~ the long literature on the ef ects

of ear on hunan ‘ ei n- ;s , won represented in literature or reports of emotion ,

J but , particularly, roc~nt attempts to quantifTo th: reac tions associated ~r !th

fear . Apparnntl , the ‘st quantitative stud:: o f  ~hese reac tions is that of

I John Dollard (l9 L~3) ~ñio nave 300 veterans of the Spanish Civil ~ar a long

I questionnaire on their ex eriences. These re-on were asked to check the fear

s~nnp toms they exieeri enced in battle and they mentioned a pounding hear t and a rapid

J pulse as the -:os t frecpent , followed in order cy nuscular tenseness, a sinking

feelin~ of the stonach , dryness of the ~nouth arid throat, trembling , sweating of

I the hands , cold sweats ar id others .

I
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Th~s-e e: -:~ iai~ati:’e studies of fear iie~ e coa t Tmued in the second :-,orlc ‘ ar .

~e~resentat~ e ~re st’ ..~ s recorted an Ihe r~ ric~e Soldier ants tn-i ir Forc”

psycholo fy serie c . Ve terans of combat re~orted a rr~nber of syn~toms ol ocr ,

f’p;.r ver corer -ca s aw--ton.:; like a r~oundin-~ he an~ a ra nid ~eulse t~ ilr ~~~~~~~~~~~

s irer-tores swc.- : : ~s - . ri ’iathe - or losth’r control :;f bowels , findings n a Tr-e -w:ent

J with the earlier s o,, ‘ollard . ~es’—ate t ~fereet sa-ples of ~r ~a a

d~ f fere n t  t . e ~es of c o:’h’at eareerionce d , the sywre~ ons show a great deai oL’ :.-re~nent .

J 3ne may immenia tely ae~-: thether these s~~ p tores are srecific to com bat or wh e ther

they rei~ ht ~e o;chos-w-:atic coumlaints also f~ - aci anon. - soldiers who never

exterience co- - at. .anis, in fn~ ~neric w-i 3olc~±ar (vol. II, p. 2OL~) asked troca~

to mention an; trenors prior to active combat dut~: as well -as those experie nced

in co~nbat, buc the nvesaio:~naire relies we the w-an ory of the soldiers as to their

exeeriences crior to co—bat. £erhaos of reoro reliability is the s t’idy reported

by 3tar , also :‘n fhe .~merican Soldier, (Vol. II , Chapter 9), of “psychoneur otic”

symptom s of tr ons in the ar rv~’ T-1-2ere d i f f e rent sa’-nles of nen in coii~bat, overseas

without combat , : ,r in fee United 3tates were a -ked the sarr e questions . -‘he

incidence of “ ps :— chcneuro tic” symp toms was greater in troops overseas than in fee

‘nited ~tates and ni.’.ch -renter in those who haa e::rorienced combat.

But a PaflCL s t’:dy of men over a period who c the, have been exteosed to a fearful

situation provides a :‘oue controlled study of s~~u.:t oms related to fear . :::e ad oition ,

only b a before—afte r design can one determ ine wha t predisposes a nan to admit to

fear. 3y asld n .g the anne fear—relateö questions at three different tines one cay

secure information we the following :

~‘irst , do the rheysiological reactions preswreably associated with fear chan~e

as a result of exposure to the fearful situat~ on? To be specific, there shou].d be

j more physiological reactions as the traine es are confronte d with mock tower junming

arid parachute jumping.

I-
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I S-~cond , c’~ fe :::-e 1 , ilologicai. react i . as ~.c ela ted to fear? It re~ -ht cc

t~os~ride a . , ... -~~’ile in -hy sl.clcgical reao ti . es was au c to soneth~ r i -  o ~: ‘

I ear , rh; ’sica a ’ 
~; 

‘or ~xa-’rele , so the m a  :-:res o - fear it8e~~~~~~ 
n-js t be rein cad

i to the - h . c ~oio ‘heal ~- c c t o ri qu ~s cir -ns . “..e i1’~ ct questions oa hein~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~)t

ari u the r a . .e ; s ~: ~ ~ are ‘ oth relevant, nac . ‘cL~~: its own advan oames .

I fhir , c o w’ a ic’s~ ol,o ‘i.cai ~‘ -eaet~ nc’ ’~e aredic tad? .hile atci

areas will oc ‘ se  ~~~~
‘ a !a -er sec t ion to are-il~ t cohsoquent  fear , it will be of

I inter -es; to ~ ~ a. - -~ e :; cos er rrThr anys . olo ‘.~cal reac t ons predisoose ;. lacer

ac’--issi ns o f c .r .

:‘our th , ~no:~ is ; .e relation between :‘ecr a n -  ~ehavior~ V erb al  resconses to

J q’ estiu ’enaireo are —ill o.’ a ciece , they ‘ci -ht we? : :easur e some charac .eristic

t n t  I ~t ~~~~ w.~ i’it , we rues uiorv~i~ i ’3— ’t . -ie measure to o~ sac rare

is terformance at ta-c ac:.: cower , as rat-ed b the cadre, to be related cc thC amoun t

o~’ f’~ir e “~ “sec. -
~ -ce to~ er juitin ari c to i-

~ siolo~ ic~~. re~3.cLoes re a c-ad

ouriri -~ that t~ a .  .eo -~a er  ~‘easur e of behavior , aori’orro anco on the rsyoho::otor

j tests , wail -‘- c -‘s..ce rer la (s~cti ort —

?ifth , : o:o s the elicitation of fear j r-i or-ia si tuation , followed b. - aant-’w’ ’, heln

1 rake a second cita -;tf an less fearful? ~o scac who retort fear at the ~oc ’: to~7er

- re’—ort less faa .’ to the carachu te ‘5onas than mi--ho be exoected?

Sixth, icc -in’—- ’ t t , can a “ained into ., 
—
‘ -can re of fear fro-’ tee free aas ers

J of t~ee trainoen C ye ~‘ee descriptions t ee  rar e “s “ave of their owe fear react~ons ,

being rela tivel, wis tru c tured , pern~it the cor n ma? experience of the trainne to

J add information not anticipated in the direct q’:estions of the researcher.

1 ?inally, so-~a miscellaneous material on ear reac tions will be considered.

Physiolo~-rical reactions . The first questionnaire asked the trainees to check

how often eaca of the rh ysiological reactions ( ner vousness , han ds sweating, upset

stomach , heart beat hard, hands trembled , shor tness of besath, cold sweats) had

I occurred in the “ past year” • This time interval, as it refers -to a fairly long period

1
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of tine, widouh ;e~ l:-- would elicit more reactions than the time perioc~ mentioned

of c -e las t t’ - - aue stionnaires , the “past few dayst~. While it would hav e ~cen

I desirabi-’ fm :’ the roint of view of comparin~ s:~:~ilar time intervals, ~~thout

i making any ju cI-~ :e nt  o:f how long the subjective “ re act year” or “past few days”

was to a oar ticular trainee , to have the same neriad . of time on all three

j questionnaires , a short interval ~n the first auest~ -.niaire would have made it

difficult to use fee sa~e questions as indicative of “amd.ety” as was done jr-i

I sec tIons 3 and ~. 3onsequently , it is riot surarisin~ that more reac tions are

admitted on c :e first z~eestionnaire than on tac second one . Table 1 shows the

reac tions listea on ea~-h of the three questionnaires , and while it emphasizes the

I lar ger incidenc e of react ions during the “pas t yearfl, it also snows that two

reactions , nervousness and heart beat hard , actually were higher for the mock

tower training period than for the pas t year . previous study, that of classes

36 and 37 in the sering of l9~ 3, (Walk , l9~6) had shown that only these two reactions
- -  were exoressed- si ’nificantly more often by trainees who expressed “hi~h ~~~~ to

crock tow-er ju naing as compared to ‘those who enpressed less fear on a rating scale .

Table 1 also shows t i ir -t  all physiological reactions rise for the reriod ew’—resced

by parachute :hc-rrin : over the mock tower tra ining ree riod so tha t “nerv ousr-iess ”

— and hearlbeat hcr~f rise progressively on the three questionnaires. Figure 1 shows

an exact br ea :fcwre of two symptoms over these tir-i~ intervals , nervousness and

upset stomach . :. - moat frequent fear reaction to combat expressed by Arriy and

:,ir For~~ veterans was a violent t ound irig of the heart (see The American Soldier,

I Vol. f I , and ‘la:iagaa ~ed.), l91~8). This stud~- shows a good incidence o fear —

related physiolo ~icai meas ures , but whether thia rise can be related to other

measures of ear . ‘;s t be determined by other :re -ans.

I But before this measure is taken up, a cro~-.rrent should be made on the questions

which asked the trainees to check whether they had used the latrine before each

I parachute ju mp .  Animal studies traditionally use defecation and urination as

I
• 
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I Table 1

1k; - i c  :ical ~eactions Listed .i rbomne Trainees

I’ or-i Each of the questionnaires

(N — 2~~ )

1
1 II III

-‘ “Fast Year” Rock Tower Paracaute

Nervousness 12% 21%

Hands sweating 33% 12% 39%

Upset stomach 19% 13%

Hear t beat hard 13% 19% 26;,~
- Hands trembled 9% 3% 12%

Shortness of breath 9% 6% ll~

Cold sweats ~% 2% 9~1;

Note: The reactions listed were checked as occurring more than once,

I 
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Fi gure 1. Incidence of two physiological r~actions on each of the

- 
three questionnaires.
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I indices of fearfulness , and wetting or s~~ling ones clothes is an extreme and

I infrequently reported symptom of fear reportbd by combat troops. This study found

that use of the latrine was not related to fear. tt is true that both classes of

I trainees report going to the latrine most on the first jump (overall average 34

I 
percent), less on the second and third jumps where an average of 27 percent went

to the latrine and least on the last two jumps where 22 percent used the latrine .

This progressive diminishing of the use of the latrine might appear to be related

to lessened fear or antici pation and many comparisons were made relating the use

of the latr ine to other measures of fear , but no more significant relationshi ps

were found than could be expected by chance. Use of the latrine , while it might

seem from the trend reported above to be a promising index of fear or antici patory

tension , was not a fruitful indicator of emotiona l reactions .

Measures of fear and physiolog ical reactions . The measures of fear used were

the direct questions on whether a trainee had been ‘scared ’ in the previous few

days and the rating scale where a trainee rated his fear on each of the first five

mock tower jumps and on the five parachute jumps . The questions on being scared

wi ll be anal yzed next.

The first topic to be answered is whether trainees who reported being scared

during the period covered by mock tower j umping or parachute jumps also report more
a-

- 

of the physiological reactions that mi ght be associated with fear . The do , and

this is reported in Table 2, but first one must consider a related problem , one

.. that accounts for the complexity of Table 2.

It is possible tha t trainees who reported that they were scared during the

parachute jumps also gave more physiological reactions on the first questionnaire
- - a. Hso that the parachute jump reactions contributed nothing new, that these same ~.ii-es

admitted physiological reactions at all three stages of training. Consequently,

I 
one must ask whether those who said they were geared in their life ” gave physio-

logical reactions on the first , second and third questionnaires. Thope vbo reported
they were scared during mock tower jumping or parachute jumping also srtouta be

I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —-~- - -  
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I analyzed for tLteir ~h:s1 olo’~ical reactions on mac: of the three questionnaires.

Table 2 does this anc srmrarizes for each tine ~~~~ a trainee ni~ ht have retor ted

being “scared” , the ~hysio1ogica1 react~ons cheched on each of t .ie three ques-

ti onnaires. 1~on i-u -t.ati ons are expressed in chi—squares 3- and , since be~n” scared

I for a given period na:- r1-3 ari more or fewer physiological reactions checked , a plus

sign is r!ive~ ~‘or all relationships where more thysiological reactions arD aso’:c±ated

with f~’ar and a ne -ati ve si~ n where fewer rhys~ ological reactions -‘a with ar-i

expression of b-~in~; scared. Two general conclusi ons follow from this table. irst,

those wrio re~ort  be ing afrai d dur ing rioc:: tower ~ retin~r- and parachute j mnin- also

repor t physiological reac tions during that neriod , and , second , that there i.~ some

- -  specificity, the trainees ~:ho retort fear at the neck tower do not also check .~~~ -~~~ s.

physiological roacti~;ns associated with fear :~~ng parachute jumping. T.Jc  same

type of emotional suecificity ~as reported by ?urikenstein, King and ~iro1ette (l9~ 7)

- 

in an experiment wh ere college students were excosed to a stress situation once

a week for three ~ee’:s and their physiological and psychological reactions s;udied.

They report:

~~.• .when the ~iotiona1 reactions of subjects shIfted fror. situation to situation
- 

the accompanying physiological reactions also shifted . If a subjec t had the sa— e

psychological ~atiern during the second streso n:tuation he had !n the girot. situati on,

there was no shift :~n acconpanying physiolo~y” (p.96).

• - It is torcstin~ that being “scared in ones life” is not the s~n-o as rerorting

fear to a soecifi c o±tuat ion for here the relationship 1.s riega ive , the train~es who
- 

rerort being s~ai’e~ “in their life” check fewer rhysiological reac tions , 0:1 the

- 

avera~.c , on t.ie ~irrt  questionnaire and to so-:~e extent on later questio-i-~aires. ~ne

- 
nay regard this perhaps , as bravado, that to claim previous fear is to emphasize the

1. The chi-oquaros are com puted by a method described in Cochran (19~~) :-:~ic.~ assw~es
I linearity. i’ne method assumes that more physiolo—ical reactions should be : .ade by those

who express eac.. degree of bo±nc ! afraid, while traditional chi-equar. simr] .y assumes
more are in a cate’or~ than expected by chance. Therefore, it is a more roliable incd.cator
of an extent of rolata.onship than traditional chi -square when one can reasonably assume

• - the categories are orcered in a most to least cirection . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I danger c-usnesc of ones previous life history and this is related to adnisslon of few

I 
physiological r-~act I ons . ~ravado, however , is not a general possibility, s~nce

the early stuc (o ;-in g , l9~3) found that)ori the average 1trainees4 who rerorted

I being ~scarecJ Ln their life” checked more physiological reac tions while those

on this questi onnaire checked fewer. A ossib: lity ml ~ht be that previous e~ner—

ience with bein- scare protects one against later ex- osures, that it e::tiri~rn iohes 0

potentiality for fearful react~ons . This does not seem to be the case, however,

I because these trainees s ee:- to extress neither . -ore , nor fewer, physiological

reactions to r-arachute j umping. This hypothesis about “extinction~ will be

considered laoer in t~:~s secti~ a whe:’~e the pr evious experience is better controlled.

11 The specificit~— of the later physiological reactions is emphasized when one

looks at the expression of fear at the nioc :-. tower or parachute jumps in relation

1 to physiological reactions expressed for the pas t year. Only “hands sweating”

J expressed on the first questionnaire later predicted being scared in parachute

jumping. The prediction of physiological reactions , rather than of fear , will

be taken up later.

Table 2 has e~rhasized certain statistical relationships and demonstrated =

. a great amount of snecificity, that being afrai d at one point in time is accompanied

- by the physiological reactions appropriate to fear and that these sane trainees
— 

do not necessarily e~:-1ress the physiological reactions appropriate to fear at

o ther points i-~ th: training cycle. 1- ention has not been made of whether be:.ng

“scared” in nock to~er training predicts being “ scared” in parachute junoing.

— It does, statistica ly, bu-~ the relationship is not a high one. This moint will

becom e more relevant ;thon performance at the mach tower will be used to predict

relationships on the psychomotor tests given j -t’s ~ prior to the first parachute

J jump .

J

1 
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I
A final nc n: Cc -icern s tne practical imnlic:ti ons of these data . Significance

I level is no quara-itee of a high relationship in a correlation coefficient. ~ven

the lar~est chi— ram s reflec t fairly low correlations , the highest b- in- a~out

+38, Comparison o:’ ta.ln 1 wi th table 2 will holo to show this . ~!hi le only two

per cent of t: tra:neen chec: ed “cold sweats” as a reaction to mock tower ~ir~~iag

this was rela~.:-c ~o c:-:n:essed fear curiru- :- oc : tower jumping at beyond tne cne

I r~r cen~ level. -

Frori the ratin~ scales one can obtain a numerical score of the amount of fear

I expressed on the five -ocf tower and the five parachute jumps. It wo ic be absur c~,

of course, t o r eaThtai n ti~ = t the numbers so uerivr-iu, ranging from one or “no fear”

to 10 or “hiri fear”, were in any way an exact m easure of the amount of fear, or

that each individual used the scale in the sa- e way. The trainee was confronted

I with a ske tch of a thermometer with no numbers on it and only the extremes identified,

The trainee had no exact reference point for each point of the scale . Uevertheless ,

converting the place ~- arked on the thermometex~ uto numerical values, a procedure carried

out by clearical heirers -~-ii th no iniowledge of either the quest!onnair responses

or the performance of the trainee , yields data ~~n t is useful. Pi ret, the averc-:e

I scores on each juri t can be tabulated and the fear expressed toward moe tower and

I parachute jumps comr: .re c . Second , rating sc-ale fear and the question on being

“scared” can be co raref to determine the relationshir of the two. Thir d , ratiac

scale fear and mhysiolo yLcal reactions ean bø aatchOd in the same manner that the

questions on being scared were related to r...~siolo-gica1 reactions. -And , lastly,

I expressed fear ano :och tower per formance ca-i be compared. This last will be

I discussed on the subsection on fear and behavior .

Simply by converting the checkmarks into numerical scores for each of the

five jumps one can c~~pare mock tower jum!-~ n-• anc parachute jumping. £~. graph,

figure 2, shows these numerical scores • This I~i gure shows that the amount of

II
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Figure 2. Mean fear eccre ratings for five mock tower jumps

- cciM*red with five parachute jumps.
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rated fear for the mock tower jumps is low anc it becoi~~s progr ~ssive1y less with

continued exoerience. In other worcs , the fear of mock tower jumping seems to

extin~uish wi th continued practice . But there is not such effect for the parachute

jumps : the rat :d fear stays high on all of the jumps • This finding squares wi th

conversati ons ~-r~ th experienced jumpers tho say that it takes 10—15 parachute jumps

before the fear of parachute j unring ~e’ins to lessen. Also, some individuals have

sai d that the noel: tower is more fearful than the parachute jumps : this is evidently

~ased on the large riur b e:’ of refusals at the noel: tower and the few fefusala in the

airplane. :hil -e soi~e in~ividua1s may f-bed the mock tower more frightening than the

parachute , the ra~Jn.: scale scores show that thin is not usually the case. In a

direct cc- parinon ob --.ock tower jumping aed n~rachute juripinm only 16 percent of the

trainees checked the rock tower as the more frightening , ar~~ther measure that

substantiates nha ra ti~i” scale results.

A comparison of the rating scale results wi th the direct question or being

scareu is important because the rating scale refers specifically to the mock tower

and the parachute while “being scared” has as reference only the “past few ciays”

A purist might ar-~re that when the trainees checked bein~ scared “many ~~~~~~~~ they

were referriri - to fear of the cadre or fear of doing many pushups . Fimure 3 compares

the questionnaire resronses of beIng scared for mock tower j umpir~ week and parachute

jumping week with the rate d fear on the first mock tower jump and the first parachute

jump. Successive ratjn - scale intervals see— to rican more fear on the direct question.

~Jhatever is beinr measured b; the rating scale and the direc t question, see--s to be

much the same sort of thing.

To compare rh;rsiologica]. reactions with rating scale scores , the individuals

were divided into “hi~h” and “ low” fear groups , with intervals 1-5 checked

representing “low fear” and intervals 6—10 “high fear”. The rated fear on the first

jump ( mock tower or parachute) only was used, The results agree substantially with

_
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those described nrevi i’sly on the direct question about being scared and it is

I 
unnecessary to ro into them in detail. The hi--h fear grour. checks significan tly

mo re of the ~‘ollouin reactions dur ing the perIod o mock tower j umps : hands

I trembled, hear t beat harc , nervousness and shortness of breth; for parachute jumps

the high rated ~bi nr -rout cla~ms to experience rcue of these reactions : hnnc ’s

I ~~emembled , h-car t beat hard , nervousness and cold sweats. In other ;;ordc , S— o re

physIological re:~cti no rela ted to fear nre exrressed by individuals who indicate —I - ore fear cri ot ~be- bir:;c t questions and on th~ rat ing scales .

‘ 
Predic tion of physiological reactions accc~:;anying fear. In the s’:bscction on

physiological reactions to the training it was noted that “hands sweating” as a

I reaction riven prior to the start of training ~:an the only physiological reac tion — 

-

I 
which later predic ted that a trainee would rer~ rt fear to parachu te j unting. This

onic s~r:ssed the specificity of fearfu l reactions , but it has not been cete rm ined

i whe ther a physiolorical reaction cited by the trainee as occurring in the past year

was also c.ne of his reac tions to the training situations • Since few physiological

I reactions were ivr for the period covered by - ock tower training, only reactions

to parachute jun-in -- will be covered .

I The first concl~:sicr to be no ted is that every ph~~io1ogical reaction checked

I as occurring in the nas t year was checked again signficantly hi~her among tb~e

same trainees as a reaction to parachute jumt ing. ‘-~B•ile these are si-rnificant

I relatIonships the; are not necessarily large ones. For example, nervousness

predic ts its own recurrence at the .001 level. fiii~ means that 77 per cent of

I the individuals TJnO erort this reac tion for the t~st year also report It to

I 
parachu te jummin and 50 percent of the trainees who did not check this reaction

for the pas t year retorted it during the period covered b:- parachute jumpIng. There

j are many individuals, obviously, who repor ted it or the past year and yet did

not report it at all for parachute jumping. Ibeset stomach only predicts its own

1
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~ I 
recurr~nce a; ;h-e .05 1ev-el. Tn this case r2r cent o~ the trainees ~-~~

- i-  re- ~rter

upse t stomach gor t c nr ovicu s year also renorte d it for the period of naracb-’e tie

I r~ng whi le 2~ r et  cent who did not mention it o-: the first ques tionnaire re’- ort

I it for t :ie later — cr ie d .

A sec~no ~ e ’~:o~- of ’ o::ar-inin r the data i~ ti- 31: wha t reactions occur in ach ition

to the ori -~~nal ore. - ocs a prior physiolonical reac tion predict the later

I 
occurrence o- -- a n , - e ther :-hysiolo :ical react~ ~:: tc parachute j ur:ping or toes it

only nredic~ i~se 1f :~ a particular react~e~e i~eelf predicted by many o~h~r prior

i reactions? :; i: ins t~r- - . ctive to exanine the coL ferenco between nervousneso as a

reac t~ on and heart beat aard , bo th of thee: cor~non fear react5ons to parachute

I jumping. 2he trainees ~~o retorted hear t beat hard prior to the star t of training 
- -

also reported :10:0 t~~n excec ted by chance the reactions of hands trembled , nervousness

t I and upset stomach to oarachu te j ump~ng as well as the original reac tion of hoar t

beat hard . Trai nees who reported nervousness also reported , in addi tion to

nervousness , the r-eac t en s of hands trenbied , upset s tomach and hands sweat ar chiring

I parachute j u--r in~ . ~ut whereas the only prior reac tion that later predicted the

occurrence of ’ heart b-eat hard was the same re::ct~oa , nervousness occurred d’~r inr

I parachute jutin~ at a significantly high level ~n trainees who reported on the

first questionnaire, not oeiy nervcr:sness , but alec heart beat hard , hand s streati~~
and hands trembled. While each reaction was rer~orte d prior to the star t c-f tr~~ning

by tae sar~e number of trainees, about 12 ncr cent , the later reacticns are quite

different.

~ -1 The questionnaire ar-rroach can only tap the surface and indicate a fascinotirig

I i research area: the prediction of fu ture reactions based on previous ones . The ~eos t

accurate rese:rc•i on this topic of which reactions are patterned toge ther äo ands

— j better measurement techniques than questionnaire responses . For recent, better

I 1 L-I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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controlled , research on the topic of physiolo ~ica1 reac tions , the reader is rEferred

to the work of .~x (1953), ~‘unkensteth, King ate ~ro1ette (1957), and Lacy, (1956) .

Fear and behav ior. Several questiori s arc of rolevant interes t in an attempt

to relate mcas’erns 0:
’ ‘ear to behavior . The best measur e of behavior under so:- e

amount of fear ir one racin ’ given by the cadre of Derform ance at the mock tower.

-o trainess w:~o n-er ‘orn ecorly at the mock to :er indicate that they were more afraid

dur i ng  mock to ~r j ’ee~- Th-’? Are -ore or.ysiolo e~cal reactIons to mock tower jl~1T 0’

~iVe r1 b- those ~~
- c morThr - 1 poorly? Tc analyze t~eis topic , fear scores of the

trainees wi;:  :ood and poor r~rformance at the - ock tower will be ciscussec , than

fear scores ae~ p r .oxelance$ at the mock tower , for the spring sample and ohe sample

mainly discussed he:-e, t~e summer sample, will be compared, arid, lastly, pb~’siolo~ica1

reactions will be related to performance at the ~:oc : tower.

The mean estir- Ites of how much fear was re~-o rted as exuerienced on each of the

five mock tower jumps is shown for good , ordinary and poor performers at the mock

tower in ~‘i-~ur -e 5. ?hc “early satisfactory” group achieved satisfactory performance

on jumps 1—S inclusive, the middle group on jumps 6—11 and the late satisfac tory

group on jumps l2-1~ inclusive . Fi~ure 5 a~rees substantially with a figure previously

publi shed (Walk , 1956) on the rela tion between mock tower performance arc fear scores

for the spring sample, for the spring sample arout 25 percent of the trainees were

in the “early” group , 50 percent in two middle —roo’ps that were almost identical

and hence corb-~ n— cd ~cr oeis sam ple, and 25 percent in the “late” group. ~he better

performance a; ;he :iocb tower for the present oaiTnle can be inferred from the fac t

50 percent was in the “early” group, !~0 percent in the middle group and only 10

percent in t~e “let& ’ group . 2ut this figure does show significantly hi gher estinates

of fear by those w. :o perform more poorly at the mock tower , demons trating a relation-

ship between behavior and an estimate of fear , and replicating the relationshir reported
f-’

_
-”

__
’--- -

before the strin ’ sample .
t
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I Figure 6 carries this analysis fur th Ir by comparing mean estimates of ear

I 
for the first five rock  tower ju mps with the average error ratings given by the

cadre for both the spring and the summer samples. This figure demonstrates the

higher average ratings of fear for the spring sample, the be tter performance at

the mock tower for the sutmmer sample , and a close agreement of mean errors ared

mean est~ma te~- of fear for both sam ples. It has been repor ted before (see p. )

that the summer sa- n e  was iven experience on the mock tower at Fort Campbell

before they were shipped to Ft. Benning.

I Fear has been shown to be related to performance at the mock tower and those

who repor t more fear also report more physiological reactions during mock tower

week. Do those ::ho perform poorly also repor t tmore physiological reactions?

One me thod for investigating this is to compare physiological reactions reported

for the past year and for mock tower week for the spring sample (poor performers ,

on the average, at the mock tower) and for the su mer sample (good performers).

This is shown ire rfable 3 • The average number of reactions reported for the past

year is very similar for the two samples, but the spring sample reports slightly

- 
more physiological reactions for mock tower week. but this table also shows a

certain variability in reactions. Some reactions occur - ore frequently in one

sample than in the other, and these are hard .o ext~1ain. The biggest differ&ice

in “past ysar” roror ts is on the reactions of nervousness, heart beat hard and

hands sweating. That ~he summer sample should renort more of the “hands sweating”

reactions is not surprising since palmar st.~atIn rr has been shown to be related

~~. to higher t—eriperatures (Conkli n, 1951), and lore hot weather is experienced at

- the mock tower whore these as fear—related reactions might be expected to occur .
- Of course, the prior experience of these trainees was not investigated , the srring

L ~ sample may have had a hi gh proportion of “turnbacks” from previous classes, it

may have had other experiences not known, or this might be merely variability.

I
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I Figur e 6. The relatioc between self—rating , of fear and rated errors

at the mock tower for spr ing aM auiw~ r saisples.
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Table 3I Physiolo-!cei. leactions for Two Samples of .~frborne Trainees

Phy siological Spriru ’ Sample Summer Sample
— 

Reactio n Pas t Year Mock Tower Past Year i-lock Tower

j Nervousness 2O~ 26~ 12% 2l~
Hands sweating l& 33~ l2~I ~Jr,set stomach lTh l9~
Heart beat hard l8~ 23~ 13% 19-

Hands trembled 9~ 10:: 9~ 3,~

1 Shortness of br eath lO~ 5% 9:~ 6% H

Cold sweats 5% 13% 5% 2%

Average percent
reactions recorted 15.1% 12.9~ 3j

~•3% 9.6%

Number of tra inees
in sample 258

I. ’

-1

I
1
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I
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1Perhaps the a - ~ n ~er ri par t~ of Table 3 is ~~~~ for each sample the two

reactions w~e - c ~. rise over tree Qase oerlod are aervc~isriess and heart beat harc, a

consistency i~ line wi th their relation to fear .

To test tne rr ~la tian of performance at the mock tower to physiological reac tions

both samples were com~;!ned and the trainees were divided into four groups of me r—

formers at the r ock tower. The first method of doing this was to compare ~~o

zroups of poor jumpers with the rest of the sa”~p1e (using jumps 1—7, 8—11, and

12 and over) s~nce prior research on stress sensitive tests (see section vIiI)

had only shown dift ’ewences in performance on the - -am tack tes t under stress

when the worse w:rror mer s of all were consider-e d ire relation to the other junpers.

By this method “nervo~sness ” as a reaction was adwitted by 29 percent Of those

that achiev-e . a satIsfactory jump on mock to~-:er jumps 1—7, by 31 percent of those

that had a satisfactory rat~r1g on jum ps 8—il , and by ia percent of the ~;orst

performers ( jumps 12—2 1) . This is a significant difference (p~~ .05) in the

expected direction. -~~ complication is that the ::ore Inte1li~ent trainees , better

performers at ~~e nock tower , are more likely to acmit to nervousness (p ~ .01).

While the re rort of fear was not related to intelligence, admission of the

physiological reac tions is.

This may seem to offer some slight support for the hypothesis that more

physiological renctions are experienced by those that perfor m poorly. Table l~
shows these res -tits arid also shows certai n confo unding fac tor s when the group

— of good performers is divi ded more by the method usually used in prior analyses ,

with those achievin g satisfac tory ratin gs on ju mps 1—3 separated from those

T 
~hat were given a satisfac tory rating on jumps L1—7 . Those that achieve satisfactory

performance the earliest also admit to nervousness second only, for the entire group ,

to the very worst jumpers. This table also sho~’s tha t there is little relation

between satisfactory performance anc~ the admission of nervousness for those of

I 
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I Table 14

“:.er~,ousness ”: its relation to performance atI t~-te noc - tower and intelligence for two samples of
a roori-e trainees on a questionnai re given at the

end of mock tower trainin~”

: 1
!tFQT firs t Satisfac tory Jump Spring Summer
Group 1—3 I~-7 8-1]. 12+ Total Sam~p1e Sample

1—2 1.41% 3)4, 147% 142% 140% 140% 39~

I N 39 70 314 26 169 89 80

( 3 26:~ 20% 32% 30% 35% 25-~

N 31 814 62 514 231 105 126

1.4—5 36% 26% 14% 37% 25~. 26% 214%

N U 314 214 27 96 50 146

Total 35~ 27~ 31% 1i2% 32% 35% 29%

N 81 188 120 107 1496 21414 252

J Spring Sample 33-~ 30% 35,~ 141% 35%

$

Summer Sample 35% 214% 26% 145% 29%

i

-S

a-

Note: The reac ti on of nervousness includes all reactions except “never” (very
often , often, sometimes, once).

I

I
I

[ I  
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I highest intelligence (groups 1—2) but the relatio nship is there , and statistically

‘ 
significan t , for -~roup 3 and for ~3roups Li—S . This table fur ther shows that this

relationship cotwe -r i higher admission of nervousness at the two extremes seems

I to be mainly in the sumner sample and that both samples whow the relation of

intelli gence to the admission of nervousness .

I Since the ki~her physiologica]. reac tions of the two extremes has a certain

interest, Table 14 shows both tae percent admissions of nervou sness and the number

I of trainees co. -prising the sample for each subgroup . If the reader takes a somewhat

glum view of the theoretical fan tasies to follow the data is there for hia inspection

and it offers a ~‘r ’at dea l of support for anyone of a cautious frame of mind.

Some p8ycho1o-~ical theories might use the rihysi ological reactions as a r.eas’~re

of “arousal” or “motivation” and maintain that a certain amount of physiological

ac tivation wc’~ld :~ol’ p-orfornance while performance would be hindered whe re the

reaction becomes too strong . ~Pni1e Tab le 14 does show that the two extremes in

cerro rmarice repor t nervousness the most frequently, it does not indicate way one

group, the best aerfor mers , should be facilitated ~.nd the wor st perfor mers hindered .

One also cann ot infer whe ther s~~e groups exoerien ce more of the reac tion or only

repor t it more fr quent].y. Z~bjective techniques for measur ing physiological reactions

would be needed for a better test of the hypothesis .

A study of kir Force combat pilots during World War II (Shaffer, 19147) reported

that a moderate amount of fear helped performance supporting, to some extent , this

analysis. Basowitz, et al (1955) in another study of paratroopers often speculate

about the facilitative effects of anxiety.

~xtinctiori of fear. One hypothesis about fear is that once a person has a astered

fear in one situ-ami - tri this confide nce transfers to other fearful situations . C~enera1

j Montgomery wrote in a foreward to a book about paratroopers, “they have ‘jur~med’

from the air and b so doing have conquered fear,” (Saunders, 1950). Can this be

I
I
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I demonstrated in th s 3tudy? Of course, th~ fear of the mock tower does extinguish ,

I 
as wa~ shown, La~t does ~iis transfer to another situation? All of th~ trainees

that passed we:e iorced , to some extent , to master fear at the roc~ tower . Those

I that performe d ~oorl~ at the moc~ tower reported - ore fear during the mock tower

jumps • Are thej any less afraid ourin g the parachute jumps? Tab le 5 sho~~ that

the worst perforr~r~ at the moc k tower are more likely than are other trainees , to

- judge the mock tower as fearfu l corpared to the free tower or the narachute jumps ,

that in other words , these later experiences did not seem as frightenin ’ to them

as the mock tower . ~hey are also not quite as likely to report that t:re-~ - were

scared “many times” ~ur~n~ parachu te jumps. The statistical analysis in Table 5

was carr ied out by ti -s Cochran me thod that assumes linearity (see footnote r .  )
to be consistent uith rr or analyses of these thr ee groups . If the worst jumpers

• are compared --~ ta rest of the sample the statistical level become s aigher for

all comparisons. ~he probacility that being scar ed “many times” is less a :cng

the worst jumpers is raised from p < . 2 O  to p -< .O5.

A second ine of evidence, a little puzzlin-:, is shown in Table 6 where class

6 is shown to ad: :it significantly more fear at the ~-ock tower than class 7 arid then

significantly less fear to the parachute jumps . Cne might expect that class 6
but both classes were rated about equal in performance at the mock tower
should perform worse at the mock tower ,/and ~:.is makes the reason for this

difference puzzlin-’. If one maintains that it is the elicitation of fear rather

than its rela tion to performance that is imrortan t, one migh t hold that the

- mock tower did elicit more fear for class 6 and. this helped to make parachute

jumps seem less frightening. If viewed in this manner the data of Table 6 does

provide further supoort for the notion that mastery of fear in one situation

may make a second situation less fearful. Cn the other hand, it also assumes that

1 conditi ons were otherwise “equal” for the tw-~ classes : unknown conditions may have

‘ 
made rock tower ju znming, objectively, more fri gh te —i in g for class 6 and parachute

jumping mor e fearful for class 7.

I , 
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: 1
I Table S

I-~ate ~‘earfulness of Training 3ituat ions and Amoun t

I o ’ ~‘ear xoressed to Parachute Jumps by Three
- ‘~roups of ~4ock Tower J umpers

1 First Jump Scared “!~ar1 Tines”
Judged ock Tower More ~earful Than during

I Satisfactory Free Tower Parachute Parachute Jumps

1 1—3 63 55% ic:; 26Z

1 14—7 105 59% l0~ 29%

8 :: above 83 7l; 2l:~ 16%

- S

3.914 14.23 2.1414

p ~~ 05 ~~.0S ‘- .20

~ L
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I
I Verbal -

~~iS~~i~~~. ~a of “being 3cared” Ooru arec for Class 6 and Class 7

I :-:ock Tower Parachute
Reaponse Class 6 ~lass 7 Class 6 Class ?

-

~~ 
~any times — — 135~ 31

ft. few times 1~ -~ 10% 146% 147;- .:

J Once 21% lo% 22%

‘:ever 6l~ 714% 19~ 6%

1 ico, : 100% 1oo~ ioo~:

109 163

X2 (6 v. 7) 6.09 20 ,60

U.

U-

1~

4-
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I These rao~ 1to , :::;ilo they do ~urpr~ort th- h~mo -~hesis , r.uot be iriterr-r od

‘~ith ca u t ion.  b -oi~- a o’ -~~ 1 number of trainees uo- ~c contribute to the di i fe :eoces

I observed in Table ~. ?h -’ signific ant but sli--h t tendency of expressec- f-r’ar at

I noc~ tower an- - oar ’~ o:-w. a jumps to be rela ted is n ot obvia ted by these res:-lts ,

nor is it i osoibl~ that, even th ough a feu poor per formers learn mas -~er: at

toe tower , no3 t of -~hos-e that perfor m poorly at the mock tower are ~us c -rr tii 1a to

fear in a variety of o~ tuations .

I Finally, an auxiliary purpose of the mock towe r and the free tower is to teach

trainees t~-’a~ t-er fear uith safe training eqi~irmen t so that they will b — ~ better

prepared to -inndie their own fear reactions to marachute jumps. There is no reason

I to doubt that the course si~cceeds in this function , Wi th reference to ‘-~omtgomery ’s

s tate ment , the “ cana ’ r inr~” of ~ear does not m~cessari1y mean that an in~ivic’ual ’s

I reactions are any 1~ss • ~s long as the i ndi~~duai performs the task set for him ,

he has “mastered’~ fear , His own private fe e1i-~-s aae his own affair, of no

concern to others , a’nlaos performance suffers.

~ 
Individual fear reac tions • To make the sa-:pling of fear responses richer

and not bound by the formal questions a free ansuer question was included . fbe

I trainees were asked , “In your own words , describe some of your fear reactions

1 
during parachute j umainn .” Since this question was asked after the formal questions

t~e two types of response — formal question and free answer — are not indecendent,

1 the free answers easily could be influenced b the previcus questions askec, but

the volunteered responses are still worth studying.

I- About two—thirds of the fre e answers of the trainees concern the point in

the sequence of parachute jump ing when a trainee felt fear, while the remai ning

one—third usually concerns the feelings of the trainee, though some are not easily

t J classified into any category . Representative ans’.~’ers will be given for each of

these three tynes of answers.

I I 
_ _ _  _ 
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1 1. The point r ;ner -~_af raid. Those who chose to ~~phasize where the;,- exi erienced

fear mentioned t::a ~‘cllcw~nm : the ant icination mrior to boarding the aircraft , the

I fl 1-~h t itself , a.ia s -aries of commands given pretaratory to jumping , the actual e:~~t

I fr-r n the aircra::, tha apenin-? parachute shock , the fear of malfunction or

entanglement ~ith o~~ar jumpers, and the fear concerned with landing on the

I ground . ~‘ree coma : ats quoted verbatim from the trainees will better illustrate

this type of fear than a mere breakeown into cat.e-~ories.

I 2. The place rrh ere fear reached its maximum was when the jump master gave

‘get ready’ until I was actually standing in the door . I could not actually state

on what basis I had t ~is fear . The reactions didn’t show much physically, but

it was a mental stra!n though there was heavy beathing at tines. All fear imr’ediately

left upon exit from the door.

- - 10. -.~hile in the plane, I was somewhat nervous . I was nervcus about tripring

-
~~ in the door and bouncinl off the side of the d anie . As soon as I got ti-ic corr~and

‘stand us ’ I ~-iasn ’t nervous or scared a bit.

22. Th~ one areatest fear I had was what and how I would get rr~ opening saock.

- -  
Also , if it w-ao ld open at all.

- 61. I worri ed about land4ng on the ground , about a good PLF ( parachu te landing

fall) and about my fe l’ow jumpers in the air .

62. I :elt fear from the take—off unti l the first command . From than on it
- 

was “too much to do in too li ttle time” to be scared.

71. The first time I jumped, I got hurt on the opening shock , so I was more

_ afraid of the shock than anything.

166. I wasn’t really afraid, I was just real nervous while I was in the plane,

but when I got to the door to jump, I was calm and not afraid to jump .

j 2114. The thing I fear most was the openin g shock. I also was cons tantly afra id

I’d freeze in the door.

I 255. Wai ti ng , the fear of land~ ng, and not making a -good landin g, the fear of

I
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being ~,ig ied , the fear o ’ sthrlu~ nm in the door of ~me dane in f1ic~ht , the hear of

not uoing well, a o o~ flank1~~ o~r t  of the co~i rse .

I 3014. hy second j urru I was worri ed a b -u t  malfunction. My third ju mo I was

i worried about a~o-~ t a l  o the c—146 as it looked too close. The PLf when I act to

the gro und. .- . seco-ic ju mp , I n~t my head in ths o~irt , entangled with anct .~er soldier.

1 310. - ~os t of yo~ìr f ear is when you boar d the plane , but once you are in the

I 
air, yoi: seem to lose ros ~ of ycur fear and your mind becomes a blank. i~hea you

ju -’-p, your actions are made reflexes b’-- what you learn.

‘ 
211. I woLid be nervous and fidgety before the take-off and during flight

but as soon as the jwnpmaster said “hook up” all my nervousness was ~ont and I

wou ld do every thin-r automatically.

275. I was mo ot  afraid of the opening shock of the par achute .

I 141].. - el , everyone is afraid at different times. Some when they received the

openinc~ shock , o:h:rs ~-a~n they entered the done . I was afraid when I walked to

the door . it seer -ad to take a long time to get there.

I 2. The effects of fear . 3ther trainees described their own reactions in more

detail, including man: - oh the types of r~action tested on the questionnaire by direct

I questions. Some of these reports are given b low, including reports which shor- : that

for some trainees, extremely intense fear reactions were experienced.
R 16. Feein oh rL~h tension and nervousness while in plane — heart poundin~

while approaching door - muscles tightening and a seeming revolt going ce inside

my body, held together only by muscular and mental tautness - fear reaching peak in

1 the door, subsiding to relief and muscle relaxation upon opening shock. Some fear

I of PEF.

26. I was very much afraid when I had to use my reserve . I saw that I was

going into the woods and I could do nothing about it. My chute could not be

controlled because of my reserve being open. I was so afraid I nearly cried.

1 66. Nervousness , weak legs and a mixed—up feeling.

I
—
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I 25)4. I mot a few cold seats es~~cially c- m a;: third and fifth jumps uhea he

I 
wou ld say “ ;tanc i-~ t.e door.” That’: when I wo:ld really feel scarec — fear

like no other f e - r .

I 255. •ihlle wa~t n g  in the e ane, I hac a day dream, Lke falling a ~r::t

distance .

1 515. I wasn’t toc scared on m~’ first arm second , not Ic~owing what to e::rect.

t I was so scared on m~- - third jump that I co’xldn ’ t even talk . “Shuffling’t to the

door is the nardest thing I’ve ever tried to do. I was very much afraid.

— 553. :-:eak knees, mixed up mind while shufi’lina down and standing in the door.

565. The real fear I had durin~ my training I can ’t exolain. It was a fear

I’ve never felt before . i’-:y biggest fear was wonderi ng if I coulc get arm r~’h couraoe

- 
to j ump from the plane.

25E~. ~Iervousness , cold sweat , clammy hands , sensation of dry throat, needed

to use latrine excessively. O therwise it didn ’t :-other me a bit.

362. There are really no words for that , all I can say is that I was so scared

that I didn ’t ;hini: of the opening shock or when I :-~~t the ~‘round. That’s all I

can say, and I am glad I made it .

1472. l- -k~ largest hear was when I put the chute on and when I stood up.

I stood up, I was scared and weak. ~-h-en I got to the door I knew nothing of what I

was doin~ . I don ’t even know what made me jump out.

521. Hardly any emotion while on ground due to intense discomfort of harness.

In plane, tensions build up to peak from take off time till first man leaves door .

Then , the brain becomes complete blank while t~sticklt shuffles out up to the two

thousand count or jus t before the opening shock.

- 

3. Miscellaneous reactions. A fairly common reaction was that the experience

could not be conveyed to an ou tsider. This type of reaction , and others are

illustrated below: 

- 
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1 155. It is imnossible for one person to convey to another the kind of fear and

I 
em o tion felt durin - a parachute jump. My reactions were entirely different than any

feelinrr or fear I ever felt before .

1 209. lb- can ’t tell about it until you have jumped yourself. No one can

explain it.

1 258. It ~-co’ic~ be hard to put into words , but it is a wonderf ~il experience to

jump from an aircraf t in f1~ght .

1 62. It was libe bein all by yourself in the world . When the shock of opening

caine you were sort of dazed for a second ana then you couldn’t hear anyone around.

It was odoj

171. I was afraid on my first j ump because I had never been in a plane before.

— 
On my third jumt I was afraid I’d freeze in the do or . I was scared on all my jumps

because I was afraid I’d chicken out in the door. I wasn’t afraid of anythin!! else.

-
~ 173. I mind of got to thinking that if’ my parachute didn’t operate correctly

and I was killed what would hapoeri to me la ter, as I hadn ’t been close to Cod .

322. The only tim—s I was in fear was in the plane on the third j umu. I guess

-
~~ that was because it was foggy that day.

208. It wasn ’t mos tly fear it was nervousness. On our third jump before they

- dropoed us they flex around the D~ (drop zone) twice. I was getting awfully sick

and therefore I was aetting scared .

While the reoort s of the trainees contribu te by giving a more realistic picture

• - of their fears of perachute jumping, how else do they contri bute ? Two topics emerge

of interest. C~rte c oncerns the conditions aro usin fear ana the other with the

sense of tt mastery4t .

Protocols of both men in class 6 arid class 7 report something unusual thn the

third jump . Class 6 was bothered b -  a slight fcl  and class 7 by high winds . Figure 2

.1 shows that the mean fear score rises on jump 3 as cc~rpared to the other jumps , but

I 
- 
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I - analysis of the iricividual classes shows that ely for class 7 was there a

I 
rise in the maca fa~--r score on the third jump , clas -~ 6 remained relatively constan t

over jumps 2 , 3, enc ~. cl~ective1y , niah winds are probably more dari-erous in r.

sligh t fo~ ?CCUC e s .  the increased risk of injury on landi ng , but a dense fog

where the trainee coxic not see wheae to Ian~i xe~ld be also dangerous ~-ecause of

the risk ol’ corn r~ down without warin~ into a tree or on an obstacle. ~ee da ta

I 
are not sufficient :or more than a hint s A ~“anti tative stuciy of which stimuli

are perceived ~s -e - ’i by indivi duals would con tribute to a fuller understa:icin~

of fear . It is well known that objective da:~ger is not necessarily highly correlated

- 
- with subjective fear (see section XI) .

J Cons isteetly, men re~ o~ t that at some p o in t  in the sequence of actions involved

in jumoing from an airplane the:)— overcome their fear and are no longer afrath • The

I two common places where fear seems to subside before the jump has ac tually bea n mede

are at the command “stand up” and as the trainee stands in the door . Others
~~~~- 1

rerort that all fe— r oas as they feel the open - n-p shock. Perhaps , logically, one

would expect fear until the trainee Is actually on the ground , but the safe onening

of the parachu te seems to be another logical noI~ t for relaxation. But mey should

I fear lessen b efore  the d:n -g-e r has been faced? here one might aupeal to the fac t

* that the anticire.tor:; misery is relieved y the command “stand up” , and the trainee

from then on is no longer waitIng but i s engam ad in action so that he has no 
—

tine to dwell on his fears. But wny should the sight of the door become a signal

for relaxation rather than the command to stanc. i’c? Standing In the door is

approximately in the middle of the sequence of movements on the way to the ground .

An interesting paner by Mowrer (1956) on £e:~r condi tioniri r may illuminate

this topic • He wri tes of the “conditioned arousal of fear” and of the “conditioned

I relaxat~on”, of fear . “Secondary reinforcement, decremental type, may . . . be

ft --- -
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I mediated either by the end of a stimulus w~~ch has been associated wi th the onset

of a more primary discomfort or by the onset of a stimulus which has been associa ted

with the end of such discomfort.” Apparently, the ci —tht of the door or the j uex

I commands , becaus e the:; are close in time to the release from tension uhich accompanies

the opening of’ the carachute , become “conditioned stimuli” to relaxaticn, even

J though the neriod feared has not yet taken pl-~ce. hi s finding sug~ests controlled

experiments , perhaps xith animals if a com parable emrerimenta l situation cae be

I constructed, ~o investigate the emergence of t h s  relaxation and the factors that

influence it. ut , xho ther the phenomenon of anticipatory relaxation or “r.astery”

is analogous to ::owrer ’s xork or riot , its reneatec. appearance in the questionnaire J -

shows that it is a very real topic and ace that should be investigated systematically.

At wha t stage of parachute jumping does this anticloatory relaxation aPpear? After

~ow many parachute jumps ? How can men be trained to relax at the proper moment and

-- not too soon or too la te? Another study could easily determine when the anticipa—

tion relaxation aeoears and for what percentage at’ the trainees.
- 

The decendence on free answers makes it difficult to quantify these reactions •

However , nine men were identified who reported they experienced relaxation at the

jump commands , nine at the door , eleven as they left the door and 17 relaxed as soon

- - as they felt the oreninm shock. Using these men only to com pare, on the arotncls

that many other men may have had the sane experience but did not report it, there

are few obvious differences • The men who reported relaxation at the jump commands

were sienificantly less intelligent, as measured by the AFQT scores , then those who

recorted relaxa tion at the door or after leaving it . They also had a tendency to

~ - achieve very early satisfactory jump performance at the moc k tower and to renor t less

fear of parachute jumping. These are only hints of a relationship and a fuller inves-.

- 
tigation would be required before one could call these results any more than possible

directions to be confirmed by subsequent research.

S.
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I Miscellaneous . The parts of the fear eaterial that have not been reported concern

the rated fear fu lness of each parachute jump, a comparison of the fearfulness of

I the three training situations and other reaction~ to parachute jumping besides the

I r’hysiological reac tion questions .

For the rated fear on parachute juj ps each trainee was told to wri te down the

J parachute jumr that made hi m the most afraid and also which one he “sweat out” the

most. That these two resronses agree, so that c-n y the rated fearfulness ~ill be

presented , is ~r c a ~ly a function of the fac t b-rat these are retrospec-tiv :r 3 ,

taken at tee con Th~s-~on of panachu te traini -~-- . better measure, fear of each jump

soon after it ~‘as comp leted , probably wo uld noc agree perfectly with these estimates .

Rather this est~-eate of fearfulness is that o ’ the j um -- which the trainee, in con-

sidering aLl five jumps he has made, thought was the most fearful of all. As is

shown in Table 7 more ~‘embers of class 6 rated the first anc fifth jumps as the most

fearful than they d~d the intermediate jumps, jumps 2-a. The r-esronses of class 6

are probably hat one would normally expect in the absence of any suecia]. circums tances .

The first jump is fearful because it is a climax of training, the task that ir the

- .  
f’elfillment of training, where the trainee finds out whether he will dis -race hi— self

by “freezing” in the door and be unable to jump. ~3asowitz et a]. (19~~) rorort tnat

anticipatory tension, on a scale that they ‘a’~’e daily, was the hi-~h~st just ~;-efor-e

the first parachute juru-’, The last jump, of course, also re~resents f’~lfil1r-n-it

for enith It the trainee finishes the course anc~ h~coe-~s a ful].~f1edz~eci 
- -  araohr~ i~ t .

Class 7, on the oh- ;ar hanci, overwhelmin—~1y onos e the third jump as the r - :st ‘-e-~rf-el.

From the verbal remort of fear reactions it is newn that hi -th wi nds were ‘u ~sent that

day. This probably is responsible for the fear ox—ressed on that jump since high

winds can cause entanglements or can drag a jurt --ar and cause serious injury . The

1 high winds nay also be res;-onsible for the -~r-ea ter fear ex-ersased by d an e 7 oo parachute

jumping in Table ~, but this Is only an inference.

I
I 
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I 
Table 7

Parachute jump rated as most fearful by each class

I
Parachute

i 
Jump Class 6 Class 7

1 1 27%

2 l3’~ 13%

3 15~ 143%

14 l8~

_ _  -~~~~~

• 100% 100%

N 109 161

-r

I
I .

I
I

- L I 
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  
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I Table 8 shows the rat -d fearfulness of the var~.ous training procedures wnere

I each one, moo:: -t ower , free tower and parachute jumps is paired with each other

situation. This table documents the results previously mentioned on thy3iolo-;ical

I reac tions , rat~n- scale fear and estimates of “be~ n’~ scared” on the relati ve

fearfulness of ~-ce:e tasks. The mock tower jumps are rated as more fearful than

the free tower jumms , ~ut the parachute jumps ar-c ~uich more fearful than eith~cr.

Table ) :~ - l ~- - ~ ic :s the number of trainees t h -t  checked each auestion of

I miscellaneous re ct~c -m:~. These questions shc~-r ~he distribution o~ responses to

each question anc have a certain intrinsic int ere st , but they are not all :-‘elated

to fear as ~e~inec~ h :- the question on number o~ tires “scared” to p rachute jumping. f -

For example , .:orry about injury or whether the -arachute would opeh were not related

-T to whether tic train:c was afraid , neither were the questions on amount of sleep

or dreams before th? i~irst parachute jump . )n the other hand , fear of entanglement,

restlessness amc~ t ~nking of quittin g the jump rrogran were very highly related

to being afraid. the eating of a small breakfas t - efore the first jump was sli~ii tly

related (p < .10) to fear during the week of parachute jumping.

Summary and conclusion. ~xp1oration of sor-e of the parame ters of the fear -

related resoonses has served two functions . One function mi ght be put under th~

heading of “reliability” and “validity.” The relia~’ility is inferred fro~ the

consistent neas~re:~ent of the phenomenon under observation, fear. £xarmnles of

this reliability are the relatIon between seif—ratine scales of fear and the
• _

direct questions, and of the relation of both to physiological reacticas. Validity,

.1 in this study, is helped by the consistent report of the sam e ph ysiological reactions

to training as those reported in combat studies -nec. by the congruence of fear and phys—

lological reac tions :~ith the train~ ng situations. ~urther support was demonstrated by

the higher reports o fear made by those that performed poorly at the mock tower.

I
J I
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I Table 8

~esponses ~ questions on which situation elicited the most fear

1. ~foc c tower V. free tower Number respori~~~

1 ~~~~ tower 62%

f’ree tower 38%

100% 2~1

2, ~--:ock tower v. parachute jumps

::oc.: tocier

arachute 86%

- - 100% 267

3. F~ee tower v. parachute jumps
- 

~?ree tower 10~

Parachute 90%

100% 266

f 1.

_ _ _ _   ~~
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I Table 9

I 
Reactions to Parachute Jumping

(n~~~270)

How much slee-m did :‘Oi: ~et the night before your first parachute jump?

I Hardly slept at all
2—3 hours - 14
14—S hours 8

I 
6—7 hours 50 —

8 hrs. or more 37

Did you dream very much the night before your first parachute jump?

A lot
. litt].e 2]. I-

~ot at all 714

How big a breai-:fast did you eat before your first parachute jump?

Hardly any at all
Less than average 9
Average 77
Very large 9

Did you “sweat out” whether your parachute would open?

~

- 

A lot 7%
~ little 314
‘~ot at all 59

- -

- Did you sweat out whether you would 1-e entangled with another parachute?

!~ lot 10~little 50
Pot at all 140

— Did you worry about ~;eThg killed or injured in your parachute jumps?

- :~ lot 6%
~~litt1e 143
Pot at aU SiI

-1 - i
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I Table 9 (continued)

Did y~u ever feel that you would like tc quit jumping and join a straight leg outfit?

Often 6~
I A few times 26

Once 114
Never 514

I
During the past few days , howl often did you fee l, that you could not stand to be
with other oeor-le?

- aey times 1%
A few times 1.3

I Once 3
‘~cver 83

-

~ During the past few days, how often did you feel restless (not able to sit down)?

- i-:any times 7:-
A few times 29
Once 7
Never 57

During the past few days, how often did you feel that you could not stand to be alone?

Many times 3%
A few times 11

— Once 3
83

-

4

I
J

I 
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A second functi~.n of the fear—related material is to contribute information

on broader problems related to fear and the ~~asurement of emotion. These can be

put in five cate gories : the specificity of emotional reactions to a situation,

the tonic of petternirr’ of physIological reactions , the relation between “arousal”

and performance , t~ -~ e:ztinctlori of fear , and the mastery of fear.

I Physiolo— ’ical reacticns appropriate to fe-ar mere shown to be specific to

the trainIn-~ situation that elicited them. Thc -s-e that reported that they were

I scared for the - -Ter~cd of ~‘oc k tower jumpin-’ or parachute jumping reported the

I aporonriate rh:.siolo - icai reactions : the seine ne-ak of physiological reactions was

not rerorted by those ren to other situations. The specificIty of the reactions to

the situation supoort-ed the work of’ Funkens tein, hing and iirolette (1957) an~ of

Ax ( 1953) using more precise measurement techniques.

- On the topic of “patternin :~ the fear ma terial contributed a hint of rela—

I tionships that cc.~ ld not be adequately spelled out. Each physiological reaction

reported before the start of training occurred at a statistically significant level

again in the same trainees during mock tower or parachu te jumping. The interesting

fact was that some reac tions on the first questionnaire only predicted themselves

I while other reac tions predicted several other reactions • The data was not adequate

I to investigate this phen~ nenon adequately. It was mentioned as a c~ocd topic for

further research.

J There seemed to • a some relation between “arousal” and performance. Those

trainees that me~-e the test performers at the ‘-:oc k tower reported “nervo~sness’~ and

I “heart beat hard” second only iii frequency to those that performed the worst, ~1ae

“middle” group rer-~orting the least occurrence of these reactions .

The admission of fear in one situation seemed, in some trainees, to make a

later train±n :~ situation less fearful. These that performed poorly at the mock

tower did not report parachute jumping to be as fearful as the other trainees. Also,

I the class that reported the most fear to the mock tower reported the least fear to

_ _  _  - - -  _ _ _
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1 parachute jumping, although it was pointed out that situational factors ma~ have

influenced these re ’-or ts. This topic is riot unrela ted to “mastery” of fear.

- I Finally, trainees reported in the fr ee responses that they became relaxed

- and less afraid at different points in the sequence of activities involved n

making a parachute j ump. Some relaxed at the initial jump commands, some at the

- plane door and others not until they felt the opening shock, This verbal report

of “mastery” in the sense tha t fear subsides so the trainee can give full attention

to the task was held to be an interesting tonic for additional research.
- . Eut what predisposes a man to admit that n e  is afraid? The next secti on will

I - investigate this predisoosition,

i

; i ,

- - I l
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